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Minutes of the Continuing Committee of IMYM for June 13, 1 ggo

The Continuing Committee began in silence.

In attendance were the following:

Alicya Malilç Arline Hobson and Kari An Salyer (Pima), Marie Clark and
Shirley Hiltinger (Phoenix), Susan Bryant (Flagstaff), La Donna Wallen, Becky
Schroeder, Roger Tyldesley and William Hobson (Ternpe), Linda Lepreau,
Andy Godfrey, Alida Godfrey, Larry Leonard and Jessica Miller (Senior Young
Friends Representative)(Salt Lake), Barbara Stephans (Boulder), Randy
Herrick -Stare, Tom Kowal, Kate Herrick-Stare and Andrew Gottlieb (Senior
Young Friends Clerk) (Mountain View), Susan Dahi (Durango), Ted
Church(observer), Gale Jackson and Cynthia Moore (also listening for Santa
Fe) (Albuquerque), Elizabeth Simon (Gila), Billie Dreyfuss (Las Cruces), Ruth
Larsen Hatcher (Taos Worship Group--Santa Fe), Linda Lotz (AFSC), Allen
Karcher(Claremont Pacific Yearly Meeting, AFSC)

1. Minutes of the February 1990 session of the IMYM were corrected to
reflect the February 1990 date of the session. A question was raised
concerning whether the report on the committee of aging was attached as it
should have been to all copies which were circulated. The minutes were
approved as corrected and supplemented.

2. The clerk of the yearly meeting reported that a daily bulletin will be
produced to be circulated on Friday and Saturday mornings to avoid the
problem of too many announcements.

The clerk reported that she signed a letter of introduction for Cynthia
Moore who is traveling to other yearly meetings.

3. The treasurer’s and finance committee’s report was presented. A
continuing surplus will be somewhat reduced in 1991 by additional costs
associated with travel. These costs include paying for the extra day of
lodging for the Registrar and Operations Clerk at yearly meeting (Monday
only), paying the travel costs for the executive committee members of the
continuing committee meeting and for the travel costs of the clerks of the
Junior and SeniorYoung Friends to attend continuing committee.

In order to pay for these continuing travel costs the report recommends
increasing the yearly meeting assessment for 1991 by $2.00 and to add a
$1.00 per person charge to the yearly meeting registration. Without these
charges yearly meeting business cannot be planned or executed properly.
The report of the Treasurer and Finance Committee was approved.



4. AFSC has requested an increase from two to four representatives to be
appointed to the corporation from IMYM to serve three year terms. The
Continuing Committee approved the appointment of two additional
representatives and agreed that one person should be appointed as an IMYM
at large representative from each of the four regions of our yearly meeting.
Such representation is modelled on FWCC’s system. There will be increased

travel costs associated with these two positions. The recommended increase

in assessments will provide for these costs.

5. The report of the committee to revise the Guide was approved with a
recognition that the Guide is not cast in concrete and that further revisions
would ensue in due course.

6. Minutes of Pima Monthly Meeting and Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting
requesting that the IMYM/AFSC Projects Coordinator be put on 3/5ths
time by AFSC were read. The motivation for the minutes paralleled a similar

concern minuted by Albuquerque Monthly Meeting.
Health and other insurance benefits are not presently being provided to

the joint projects coordinator. The Continuing Committee expressed its

desire that the Joint Oversight Committee work. with AFSC to provide as
expeditiously as possible for health and insurance benefits for the joint
projects coordinator whose present work. more than justifies such benefits.

7. Tempe Monthly Meeting minuted its concern that IMYM send a
representative to the Friends in Unity with Nature. IMYM is one the few
yearly meetings which does not send representatives to the meetings of
Friends in Unity with Nature.

Continuing Committee suggested that the IMYM monthly meetings
discuss possible representation and come foreward with recommendations at
the February 1991 interim Continuing Committee meeting

A copy of the organization’s newsletter, Befriending Creation, is attached
for perusal by the monthly meetings. Subscription information and address
are included in that newsletter.

8. A minute from Pima Monthly Meeting requesting that IMYM set up a
committee to begin crafting our own Discipline was read. Presently, IMYM
uses Pacific Yearly Meeting’s Faith and Practice, the current one being an
edition which we did not participate in developing. The Guide references
numerous Disciplines from a variety of Yearly Meetings.

A commitment to develop a Discipline would be continuing, reflecting our
recognition of the continuing nature of divine revelation. Albuquerque
monthly meeting has begun the process of developing a monthly meeting
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Faith and Practice.
The proposal of establishing a Discipline committee was approved. A

further suggestion, approved as well, was that the monthly meetings set up
Discipline or Faith and Practice, committees to function in parallel with
IMTMs committee.

If the proposed committee is approved, the Continuing Committee would
request input from monthly meetings about how such a committee might be
formed. A recommendation of how to proceed would be prepared in
February 1991 for approval in June 1991 at IMYM.

9. IMYM’s representative to the AFSCs Affirmative Action Consultation
reported concerning the June 1 --3, 1990 conference. She proposed a minute

for consideration by the plenary session of the IMYM. The Continuing

Committee suggested a minor revision and approved transmitting the

proposed minute, without recommendation for proposed action, to the
plenary session. The proposed minute is attached.

10. A letter from Jim Corbet resigning as Interest group convenor was read.
His letter re-expressed a concern that IMYM deal with the issue of 1-9
attestation.

The meeting closed in silence.

Arline Hobson and William Hobson
Recording Co-clerks
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Minutes of the Continuing Committee of IMYM for June 16. 1990

The meeting met in silence. Present were the following: Arline Hobson and
Alicya Malik (Pima), La Donna Wallen and William Hobson (Tempe), Susan
Bryant (Flagstaff), Shirley Hilfinger and Marie Clark (Phoenix), Susan Dahl
(Durango), Barbara Stephans (Boulder), Jonathan Taylor (Ft. Collins), Tom

Kowal and Andy Gottlieb(Senior Young Friend’s Co-clerk)(Mountain View),
Elizabeth Simon and Nancy Stockdale (Gila), Gail Jackson (Albuquerque),

Andy Godfrey (Richfield Worship Group), Linda Lepreau, Jan Miller and

Jessica Miller (Senior Young Friend’s Co-clerkXSalt Lake City).

1. The minutes for June 13, 1990 were approved as corrected.

2. The clerk of continuing committee reported that he had inquired

concerning the junior and senior young friends programs and had been

informed that they were both proceeding well. The program developed by

senior young friends for discipline has been set up and has met the young

friends expectations. The junior young friends have been short of

coordinators, however, the children’s activities have worked well.

3. The date selected for the next continuing committee meeting is February

16 and 17, 1991 and the place is the Salt Lake City Meeting House, 161

Second Aye, Salt Lake City , Utah, 84103

4. The date selected for the 1991 Intermountain Yearly Meeting is June 12-

16, 1991 at Fort Lewis College, Durango, Colorado.

5. A concern was expressed urging the reconsideration of the site of yearly

meeting due to the in-accessabiity of the facility to older Friends.

Other possible issues concern the size of yearly meeting, both in terms of

population and geography, as well as whether the spiritual needs of
members are being adversely affected by the location and facility of yearly

meeting.

6. The Senior Young Friends Clerk reported concerning representatives to

Continuing Committee. These are:
Melanie Brooks (Colorado)
Sabrina Godfrey (Utah)
Rosie Dudley (New Medco)
Sochie Gill (Arizona)

The new co-clerk is Jessica Miller.

Friends spoke with appreciation of Senior Young Friends in developing
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innovative solutions in the best tradition of Friends.

7. A Friend brought forth a concern which she requested be carried to
monthly meetings concerning the relative decline in funding for the WIC
(Women, infants and children) program. The Friend reported that the denial

of nutritional supplementation which had previously been provided through

the program to pregnant women, infants and children is associated with
increased incidence (and therefore cost) of birth and developmental defects.

8. A brief report of the nominations to be presented to the following
business meeting of IMYM was heard.

The meeting closed in silence.

Arline Hobson and William Hobson
Recording Co-clerks



Intermountain ‘Yearly Meeting
of the Religious Society of Friends

Durango, Colorado 6th month, 13th day, 1990

Welcome Gathering.

The yearly meeting gathered in silence for its first session. Seated beside
the clerk was George F. Bear, a handmade teddy bear clothed in authentic
Quaker dress. The bear will be used to raise funds for the Arizona Area of
the American Friends Service Committee.

The clerk of the watching committee read the following epistles:

Epistle of Junior Young Friends at Netherlands Yearly Meeting, 5th month,
1990. copy-i. (C-l.)
Epistle of children’s groups at Netherlands Yearly Meeting, 5th month,
1990. C-2.

The clerk of the yearly meeting called the yearly meeting roll for the
meeting and worship groups whose members stood in response for their
respective meetings. The following were represented.

Ari2ona Half yearly meeting
Flagstaff
Phoenix
Pima
Tempe

Colorado General Meeting
Boulder
Ft. Collins
Mountain View
Westside Worship Group

New Mexico Quarterly Meeting
Albuquerque
Clearlight Worship Group
Cokedale Worship Group
Socorro Worship Group
Durango
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Farmington Worship Group
Gila
Las Cruces
Santa Fe
Los Alamos
Taos

Utah Friends Fellowship
Logan
Salt Lake City
Milan
Richfield Worship Group
Midland

It was noted by the clerk that some Friends were on the grounds but
were not present to respond to the roll call. There was no response for
Cochise, Prescott Worship Group, Grand Valley Worship Group, Western Slope
Worship Group, Colorado Springs, Steamboat Springs Worship Group, Gallup,
Mancos Worship Group, El Paso, Carlsbad Worship Group, and Las Vegas.

The clerk introduced guests as follows.

Kitty Barragato--American Friends Service Committee
Alan Karcher- -American Friends Service Committee
Linda Lotz--American Friends Service Committee
Joe VoW--Friends Committee on National Legislation
Marie Parker--Friends World Committee for Consultation
Ellen Gonzales--Mexico City Meeting
Shirley Ruth--Friends Bulletin
Dan Seeger--Friend-in-residence

There were a few announcements including information about our 1990
Doll Project. Ellen Gonzales will leave with a number of dolls for refugee
children reaching Mexico City.

The meeting closed with group singing.

CLJ a a
Arline Hobson and William Hobson

Recording Co-clerks
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Interznountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends

Plenary Session 6th month, 14th day, 1990

Friends gathered at 10:30 am.

The clerk introduced the keynote speaker, Dan Seeger. She commented
about his rare skill in clerking saying that she hoped she had taken good
lessons from him.

She read the following to preface our opening worship.

Ecciesiasticus, chapter 24, verses 14-47, Jerusalem Bible

Gospel of Luke, chapter 8, verses 10-17, King James Bible

Following a period of silent worship, our keynote address was offered by
Dan Seeger, Regional Executive Secretary of the American Friends Service
Committee in New York and a member of New York Yearly Meeting.
Speaking on the theme “How do we know?”, he shared with us reflections on
Friends’ practices of discernment. He inspired us with a vision of the
relevance of the Quaker way of unity-based decision-making made under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit as we face the various divisive issues which
are vexing Friends at the end of the twentieth century. He helped us to
renew our faith that in spite of all difficulties it is possible for us as a united
community so to live that our lives pour out teaching like prophecy; that it
is possible to live so that we prepare a place in which future generations can
make their home.

The complete text will be published in the September issue of the Friends’
Bulletin.

The address ended and an extended period of silent worship closed the
session.

QJ 74otnvc cj
Arline Hobson and William Hobson

Recording Co-clerks
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends

Business Session I 6th month, 14th day, 1990

The meeting gathered in silence at 1:35 p.m.

1. The clerk read a greeting to IMYM from Thomas Taylor. assistant

executive secretary of the Friends World Committee for Consultation and Vat

Ferguson expressing a hope that we would all return again to the deep

center.

2. The clerk read a message from Carlsbad Worship Group, now 1 1/2 years

old reporting growth.

3. The clerk of the watching committee read the epistle from Yearly Meeting

of Aotearoa, New Zealand indicating steps taken toward biculturalism which

were not always comfortable. Further, they indicated a deep concern for

reverence for Mother Earth and its corollary of environmental issues, among

other justice issues. C-3.

4. The Continuing Committee report was presented.

- 5. A Friend expressed concern for business being overlapped by an AFSC

meeting drawing many members out of the business of yearly meeting.

6. The revised IMYM Guide was approved.

7. Pima Meeting sent a minute recommending the beginning of a Faith and

Practice development. Continuing Committee had suggested, if approved, a

committee be set up to report to the February 1991 Continuing Committee

its plans for proceeding. Friends approved the concept of developing a Faith
and Practice for IMYM. C-4.

8. The Continuing Committee recommends that the coordinator of the

AFSC/IMYM project be provided health benefits. The Oversight Committee

meets tomorrow and the committee clerk suggests we wait until they report

before discussing the minute. C-S.

9. The Clerk of Continuing Committee discussed Tempo Monthly Meeting’s

minute to consider affiliation with Friends in Unity with Nature.

The request is that monthly meetings weigh the proposal this year and
report to the continuing committee in February of 1991. Further, Continuing

Committee suggests a copy of the organization’s newsletter, Befriending
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Creation, be attached to the IMYM minutes. C-b.
Ted Church indicated that Yearly Meeting had a committee on

environment until 1988 when it was laid down with the suggestion that

monthly meetings carry the concern.
The national organization meets three times annually, usually in

conjunction with other major meetings such as FWCC or Friends’ General

Conference.
Yearly Meeting urges monthly meetings to weigh this broad concern of

unity with nature, giving careful attention to the spirituality of all creatures

and all living things.

10. The issue of AFSC representation on the corporation was presented, but

will be deferred until after AFSC Corporation Committee reports.

11. Ellen Gonzales of Mexico City thanked IMYM for support of the refugee

program. IMYM pays the salary for a social worker interviewing refugees.

She said IMYM had opened their arms to Friends south of the U.S. in Mexico.

Only 15 Quakers are in Mexico City Monthly Meeting and they often feel

lonely.

12. The treasurer presented the past year’s financial report. It was

approved. C-7.

13. The AFSC report was given by our corporation representative from New

Mexico. C-8.
a. The IMYM/AFSC joint project is in place with Cynthia Taylor as

coordinator. Other yearly meetings are following our model.

b. Meetings’ liaison person role is not yet in complete operation,

but therein lies a challenge. The liaison person could be very

helpful in offering nominations for AFSC committees. Bill Gross

is on the nominating committee and he asks IMYM members to

suggest potential nominees for committees be submitted to him

with a paragraph resume.
c. Liaison persons are solicited by AFSC for opinions from their

meetings on given issues and they should channel the meetings’
responses back to AFSC.

d. Liaison persons should assist in recruitment of Quaker
applicants for AFSC staff positions.

e. It is recommended that IMYM representation on the
Corporation be increased.

Unusual openness on the part of AFSC in response to the JMYM
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Committee of Concern was reported.

The Corporation established a committee to e2mine the
nomination process. A consultation was planned to teview the
affirmative action plan of 1982.

Five specific recommendations to the yearly meeting were
presented as follows:

a. That IMYM continue appointing representatives to serve
on the AFSC Corporation. If the Meeting chooses to nominate
four persons, IMYM would be accountable for travel expenses
for the four to the Annual Corporation Meeting. At present
AFSC covers travel expenses for the four at large members, and
IMYM covers travel expenses for the two IMYM appointees.

b. That IMYM minute appreciation to AFSC for its
responsiveness to IMYM’s concerns and express the Meeting’s
commitment to continue the process.

c. That IMYM consider linkage between the Joint Services
Project Committee and the IMYM AFSC committee.

d. That IMYM and AFSC continue sponsorship of the Joint
Service Projects position, seeking to have both IMYM and AFSC
cover all of the expenses, including half-time salary, supplies,
health insurance, travel expenses including insurance, etc.

d. That a budget sufficient to meet these needs be
established. The treasurer might recommend an appropriate
amount.

14. Added representation to the AFSC corporation was considered. There
being no unity the recommendation is carried over to later period for further
discussion.

15. IMYM’s represnetative to AFSC’s Affirmative Action Consultation
reported suggesting a minute asking for more vigorous Quaker recruitment.
Strongly expressed opinions were voiced, but there was no unity.
The minute will be published in tomorrow’s bulletin and consultation will be
carried over to a later meeting. C-9.
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Silent worship brought the meeting to a close.

QJA, : ci
Arline Hobson and William Hobson

Recordllng Co-clerks
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends

Business Session 2 6th month, 15th day, 1990

1. The clerk of the watching committee read the epistle from London Yearly
Meeting which stated that the Religious Society of Friends was not only for
the strong but also for the broken of wing and spirit. It continued to say
‘Eeing broken creates the possibility of new life and may bring unique
insights and the authority to speak about suffering.” They have adopted the
concern for Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of Creation and have learned
that “those who say religion has nothing to do with politics do not know what
religion means.” C- 10.

2. The clerk read several communications.
a. a greeting from Socorro worship group, no member being able to

attend
IMYM this year.

lx Greetings from Asia Bennett, executive secretary of AFSC on behalf of
AF SC.

c. a travelling minute from Ratcliff and Barking monthly meeting in
London for Pat Saunders who carries a concern for the environment. The
monthly meeting dates back to the days of George Fox.

Pat Saunders, when introduced, brought greetings to us from Val
Ferguson in London, executive secretary of FWCC.

3. The minutes of the first business session were read. Corrections were
made and the minutes were approved as corrected.

4. The clerk announced that the registrar will issue a new up-to-date IMYM
directory of attenders. Friends should contact her if they wish to see
anything corrected.

5. The Friends Bulletin , a western Quaker publication for which IMYM
along with other western yearly meetings provides partial funding, was
presented by its editor, Shirley Ruth. The Friends’ Bulletin offers
oporthnities for exchange of ministry. Howard Brinton was the original
editor. Today, Shirley Ruth is the sole staff.

She thanked us for IMYM’s assistance to her for attending the Triennieal
in Tokyo.

She also challenged us to consider contributing our ministry in brief
statements to be published in the section Triends for 300 words.” She asked
that we encourage our young people to contribute to the Young Friends page.

She reported further on Quakers in Russia and she called on us to hold
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them in the light.

6. The FWCC report was read. Friends approved the report and
recommendations as follows: C-il.

a. Representatives will be sent to the all Quaker world conference.
Ann Thron and Elaine Emi to the Netherlands, Bill Munyon and Ted Church
(alternate) to the Honduras) and Arline Hobson to Kenya.

b. IMYM urges monthly meetings to study the guide “In Spirit and in
Truth”, preparatory to the all-Quaker conference.

c. Monthly meetings are encouraged to explore the Friend-to-Friend
project.

d. Arline Hobson was named by Arizona to a second 3- year term.

7. The Committee on Aging report was presented by June Viavant which
acknowledged an increasing percentage of aging members of IMYM. They
requested that yearly meeting continue the committee and outlined specific
areas of concern relating to: C- 12.

a. health, b. finance, c. legal issues, d. housing, e. community
involvement, f. transportation.

The clerk read a minute from Phoenix monthly meeting which suggested
laying the committee down.

A minute from Tempo monthly meeting suggested laying the committee
down and leaving the care of older members to the monthly meetings.

We were informed that Flagstaff monthly meeting does not want to lay
the committee down.

One Friend said that she hears a request to release the committee from its
earlier charge but she also hears a need for a new charge for networking
whereby we could continue to learn about the needs of the aging.

Another Friend suggested the committee should add a global perspective
as to what aging is and not focus only on monthly meeting members.

It was further suggested that IMYM should focus yearly meeting
programs on older members as ardently as it focuses on children.

One Friend spoke of his perception of elders as the repositories of wisdom
whose presence was essential to our community. He asks the committee to
concern itself specifically with the accessability for its elders and for those
with differing abilities.

Yearly meeting approved continuation of the committee.
The clerk reminded IMYM that each meeting is expected to appoint a

member to the committee on aging.

8. The Religious Education Committee report was presented.
A newsletter was to be issued regularly to IMYM religious leaders in

monthly meetings but it did not happen. The committee is establishing a
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directory of monthly meeting religious education contacts and plans for a
newsletter this coming year. C- 13.

The regional committee contacts are:

Cynthia Smith-- Utah
Donna Smith - - Arizona
Francis Mueller-- Colorado
David Henkel-- New Mexico

A fifth member win be a resource person on the Cooper scholarship to the
Earlham School of Religion. Each monthly meeting needs a contact person to
receive material from the fifth member.

9. AFSC/IMYM committee asked to defer reporting until later.

10. The Hinshaw Visitor Program was reported through a letter by the

Coordinator. There has been no action this past year. Visitors are probably
available this coming year. The coordinator offered to continue as
coordinator if IMYM approved which it did. C- 14.

The meeting closed with silent worship.

:0 3Ht1 Jfz3ff
Arline Hobson and William Hobson

Recording Co-clerks
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends

6th month, 16th day, 1990

Memorial Meeting

Friends gathered on 6th month, 16th day of 1990 at 10:15 a.m. to
celebrate the life of Martha (Marti) Barrett who died March 16, 1990 at the
age of 48. A member of Mountain View Meeting, she had served as
recording clerk for IMYM. C- 15.

Business Meeting 3

1. The epistle from Australia Yearly Meeting was read. C- 16. It recognized

that both the dark and the light contribute to growth. Australian Friends

have been active in promoting peace and justice in cooperation with other
groups. They call for a compassionate base for all our activities. A message
from Australian Young Friends (30 in number) was read conveying a deep
sense of the need to establish a basic spiritual bond. C- 17.

2. The clerk read a letter from Jack and Ethel Haller (Co-clerks in 1982-83)
now in San Francisco.

3. Minutes were read. It was noted that Arline Hobsons name should be

added to the FWCC report as a reappointment to FWCC.
Concerns about having the names of discussion participants used in

minutes were expressed. It was approved that names should be deleted.
With those corrections, the minutes were approved.

4. Joe Vollç executive secretary of FCNL and former Peace Education
secretary of AFSC was introduced.

Joe Volk described FCNL, founded to be a witness in Washington, D.C. and
to be effective in creating a better world that respects that of God in every
person.

5. Elizabeth Simon was selected by New Mexico and Alicya Malik by Arizona
to represent us to FCNL for the term lapsing in 1993.

6. The clerk presented the AFSC/IMYM committee recommendations:

a. Friends approved expanding representation to 4 persons to the AFSC
corporation, to be selected regionally, to represent IMYM at large and to be
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approved by IMYM.
Steve Radcliffe was selected by Utah. Nick Moceri was selected by

Arizona. Both were approved.
b. The Yearly Meeting approved a minute of appreciation to AFSC for its

responsiveness to the Committee of Concern and urged it to continue in its
efforts to bind itself to the religious society from which it came.

c. Linkage between AFSC/IMYM and the joint services project
committee was discussed. It was pointed out that the Guide is the basis for.
linkage.

d. Continuation of the joint services project was approved with the
addition of health benefits to be provided for the coordinator.

7. The oversight committee of the joint services project reported and IMYM
acted as follows: C-l8.

a. Full health benefits for the coordinator was approved.
b. The IMYM clerk is authorized to seek a convenor to serve as the

committee’s clerk.
c. IMYM urges monthly meetings to add a line item to their budgets for

support of the project with its probable rise in cost. It was pointed out that
$10.00 per adult member would raise the needed $9000.00 for next year.
Individuals may also contribute directly to the project’s cost which has an
established budget.

d. The recommendation about budget needs for AFSC/IMYM was covered
in an earlier session.

8. The coordinator of the AFSC/IMYM joint project reported on the project’s
progress detailing this summer’s caravan plan. She spoke about plans for
the Christmas work camp Borderlink’s project. C- 19.

The meeting closed in silence.

Arline Hobson and William Hobson
Recording Co-clerks
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends

Business Meeting 4 6th month, 16th day, 1990

The meeting opened in silence.

1. The minutes were read, corrected and approved.

2. The nominating committee presented nominations which were approved.

The report is attached. C-20.

3. The committee on sufferings reported that no concerns were sent to them
this past year. However, they feel that the committee should be available
and not laid down. Yearly meeting approved. It was noted that several

meetings have yet to name a representative to the committee. C -2 1.

4. The ad hoc committee to examine possibilities of a western gathering of

all Friends described a November consultation of yearly meeting

representatives to explore the idea. Their closing minute was read,

recommending the gathering to celebrate our heritage and to gain insights.

The gathering would be an open meeting rather than a representative

assembly, hopefully in 1993. We are asked to endorse the gathering and to

appoint a representative to the planning group. Financial support would not

be excessive. This was approved and Nancy Taylor was asked to continue as
a planning representative.

5. The clerk of the finance committee presented a report covering the period
from June of 1986 through 1990, reporting a revised budget for 1990 and a
proposed budget for 1991.

The budget deficit will reduce our surplus of funds.
Continuing committee needs to weigh the budget and determine whether

it should exercise its approval from IMYM to increase assessments and the
yearly meeting registration fee. C-22.

6. The AFSC/IMYM committee report was presented asking for clarity and
for financial support to carry out its charge.

It was indicated that general administrative funds will cover financial

needs.
The report included a proposed letter to the AFSC corporation asking for a

more systematic way of receiving information from and responding to
Friends. It was approved with an additional sentence to express
appreciation to AFSC and the committee of concern. C-2 3.
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7. The minute asking for AFSC to establish a plan for recruiting Quakers to

staff was brought back to IMYM. Discussion hinged on major organizational

needs for change, the minute being only a “patch-up” approach. This change

seemed too ominous a challenge to discuss this session.
We learned that, responding to Quakers, the corporation has set up a

committee to review the nomination procedure.
There was considerable sharing of values and information about

testimonies with respect to the dignity of an persons on AFSC staff and with

respect to our personal lives in service.
There was no unity and the discussion closed with the awareness that

there was no unity with respect to the proposed minute.
Friends approved having Bill Gross carry the amended minute to the

corporation for discussion. C-24.

8. Discussion about the liaisons suggested that they would carry concerns

such as the minute expressed to the monthly meetings for discussion. In
turn) minutes can originate in monthly meetings to be brought to IMYM.

The meeting approved of Carl Wallen sending out a paper to monthly
meeting expressing concerns to be discussed in monthly meetings.. A Friend
remarked that anyone who chooses can also do so.

9. The registrar reported on Yearly Meeting attendance. The report is

attached. C-25.

10. The clerk thanked the registrars for their dedicated work and to

everyone who worked to make yearly meeting a success. The clerk was, in

turn, thanked by the meeting.

The meeting closed in silence.

b-- t-2ltL.
Arline Hobson and William Hobson

Recording Co -clerks
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends

Eusiness Session 5 6th month, 17th day, 1990

Following a period of silent worship the following suggested minute was read
and approved. It will be forwarded to Leanore Goodenow at her home.

The first clerk of this gathering when it became
a yearly meeting was Leanore Goodenow. The year
was 1975. Leanore left yesterday but we would
like to honor her and remember her many
contributions to this yearly meeting.

Leanore was raised a Friend and was the Director

of Scattergood School for 24 years. When she retired
from that job she took on the Colorado State

Legislature and shook up the Colorado prison system
which she Is still doing to this day.

She plans to move to Foulkeways, a Friends’
retirement center in Pennsylvania soon as she will
be 86 next month. She kept us on our toes in
assuring the widest participation of everyone in
yearly meeting. She will be missed in Colorado and
in IMYM.

Our best wishes and prayers go with her as she
embarks on a new life in a new home.

I. The clerk of the watching committee presented an epistle/report. With

several minor suggestions, it was approved. C-2 6.

2. Junior Young Friends reported on their yearly meeting activities.

3. The coordinator of Junior Yearly Meeting reported. C-27.

Yearly meeting closed with a deeply gathered meeting for worship.

The senior Young Friends epistle (C-28) was submitted to the clerk after the
business session as was the worship sharing report. C-2 9.

rline Hotson and William Hobsen
Re’.::orciin Co
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RELIGIEUS GENOOTSCHAP DER VRIENDEN (QUAKERS)
— NEDERLANDSE JAARVERGADERINQ —

Secretariat

Nieuwe Gracht 27
3512 LC Utrecht
Netherlands

Tel. (0) 30 — 3)401120

Utrecht, May 1990

Epistle of Junior Friends at Netherlands Yearly Meeting 1990

At Easter eleven of us came together at a Friend’s home to
prepare for Yearly Meeting. We had a great three days and it
was really nice to see each other again. On Friday evening
we started to watch video films about the history of the
Quakers. The series, introduàed by Jan de Hartog, had been
shown on Dutch television several years ago. We went to bed
very late, of course!

The next day, Saturday, we went to the beach, played silly
games and had lots of fun. That evening a neighbour visited
us and told us all about the Jewish religion. We also did
creative listening.

On Sunday morning we had an Easter breakfast. We finished
watching the videos and made preparations for Yearly Meeting.

On the weekend of 11 — 13 May we all met again, together with
some new Junior Friends for Yearly Meeting. We discussed some of
your Epistles which we found most interesting. We also had a
session with a Friend from Cuba. We like to hear about how other
Friends in the world live.

Some of us, together with the Children’s Committee, organized
a programme on Saturday evening. We were divided into groups of
all ages from 14

— 90, and worked creatively on the theme of
the world conference — In Spirit and in Truth:Faith in Action -

The groups were Music; a Story with words; a Story without words;
using Paper; using Clay; Music Making; making Friendship brace
lets; making a Rebus. At the end each group showed the rest what
we had done. It was great, and some things were very funny.

This is our first Epistle. We are glad to have contacts this way,
and some of us would like to have a pen—pal. The letters can be
in English, German and Dutch of course! Please write with informat
ion and dater of birth to the Clerk of the Children’s Committee.

Many greetings to all the Junior Friends in the world from the
Dutch Junior Friends.

Eva Ronhaar, clerk

Maarten, Sancia, Titiaan, Esther, Edith, Mireille, Nienke,Frans,
Gabriel, Rachel, Bianca, Arjen, Diana, Mariska, Edison, Yum-ho,
Martijn, Marjan, Ruth and Eva.



REUGIEUS GENOOTSCHAP DER VRIENDEN (QUAKERS)
— NEDERLANDSE JAARVERGADERING —

Secretariat

Nieuwe Gracht 27
3512 LC (Jtrecht
Netherlands

Tel.(0) 30_30L20

Utrecht, May 1990

Epistle of children’s groups at Netherlands Yearly Meeting 1990

Hello unknown Friends,

This weekend, 11—13 May we are staying in the woods There are
lots of rabbits, red squirrels, roe—deer and of course birds.

Group 1, L—l0 years, have a theme With an eye on the world
conference in 1991, how can we show our country to our foreign
visitors? We had great fun making landscapes from sand, clay,
twigs etc.. We dressed as Dutch farmers and made a new song.

Group 2, 11—13 years used the theme of the world conference,
- In Spirit and in Truth: Faith in Action -

It always rains at Yearly Meeting and between the showers we
played midget golf. Of course we went to bed very late, and we
ate lots of sweets.

At-Yearly Meeting there are always tables with cakes, sweets,
2nd hand clothes, books and toys. The money will go to a girls’
schoolin India. We bought lots of things. Some of us had no
money left to buy presents for Mothers Day on Sunday, so we made
paper flowers.

on-Saturday evening we had a happening with everyone joining in.
It was kept a secret so what we did was a surprise and we all
had a good time. -

Loving greetings,

Susan Ketner, clerk
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THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

YEARLY MEETING OF AOTEAROA / NEW ZEALAND

EPISTLE 1990

A hundred and thirty Friends were welcomed home to our Quaker Settlement in

Wanganui f or Yearly Meeting. To accomodate the numbers a large marquee was

erected for meals. This, along with the presence of children, gave a

summer festive air to our autumn gathering at Easter.

We shared our past feelings, present gains and future visions for this

Settlement, appreciating those who keep our marae warm. Like us, non—Quaker

groups have also valued its special atmosphere. We feel that the Settlement

has come of age and that Seminars held here during these last years have

increased our self—confidence in our Quakerism.

Monthly Meetings shared the steps they had taken towards biculturalism.

Some of these experiences proved to be bruising, nevertheless insights were

gained. In a session on environmental issues, we traced our “eco spirit”

back to its origins in ancient religions which revered Mother Earth. As we

are part of the web of life and not central to it, we urged each other to

emphasise simplicity, both in our daily lives and in our endeavours to

protect the environment. We need to change from within in order to learn

new ways of living in harmony with the earth. We faced the problem of

whether to simplify our lives to reduce exploitative consumerism at the

risk of increasing unemployment.

A wide range of issues were considered and an underlying thread emerged of

respect for individual needs and gifts. For individual growth to occur,

choice was seen as important rather than coercion. We were inspired by the

way a Friend working in the area ofpenal reform integrates Quaker

principles in his work. He has been helpedby “Struggle for Justice” by

American Friends Service Committee, 1971. Unfortunately, in penal justice

the percieved need for the reform of offenders seems to have resulted in

increased intervention in their lives. We need to take personal as well

as political action, for the widening gap between rich and poor is linked

with the increase in crime.

Support was given to significant political action taken by one individual

in endeavouring to raise the question of the illegality of nuclearweapons

at the World Court. We also supported visiting Australian Friendsin their

concern for the future of Cambodia.

Throughout Yearly Meeting we-were inspired by the spirit, as it led us

peacefully and ma delightfully unhurried.mannerto find smoother channels

of communicating in our journey together-towards the.Truth.

Elizabeth Duke EAJ.-X& D-4---
Clerk, Yearly Meeting of .Aotearoa/ New Zealand

752 Highgate
Dunedin
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PIMA MONTHLY MEETING
ofthe

Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
931 North Fifth Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85705

Sixth Month 7, 1990

The following minute was passed at Sixth Month meeting for business.

6/90—7 Pima Monthly Meeting requests that Intermountain Yearly Meeting begin the

formulation of a new Discipline. The Faith and Fractice that we now follow is

usually that of Pacific Yearly Meeting (1973). We did not contribute to the

formulation of the new revision (1985). Because we rejoice in our belief in

continuing revelation, we ask that Intermountain Yearly Meeting set up a

Discipline committee to prepare a Discipline that is truly ours.
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PIMA MONTHLY MEETING
of the

Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
931 North Fifth Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85705-7723

May 20, 1990

LaDonna Wallen
Clerk, Intermountain Yearly Meeting
525 E. Alameda Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282

Dear LaDonna Wallen,

The following minute was made at monthly meeting for business,
5—13—90.

“Pima Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends urges IMTh
to increase the position held by Cynthia Taylor, Director of the joint
AFSC—IMYM volunteer projects, from 1/2 time to 3/5 time. To this end,
Piina Monthly Meeting recommends that contributions to the project be
increased as necessary.”

Thank you for bringing this to the attention of those who are most
concerned with this matter.

In peace and friendship,

Meredith Little, Clerk
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PROPOSED MINUTE TO INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

The destiny of the planet is in human hands. The technology that has

been created in the past century has brought chaos to our ecosystems.

Humans now have the responsibility to reverse the destructive
behaviors and acknowledge that all life is interrelated and sacred.
Friends Committee on Unity with Nature envisions a spiritually rooted
network for education and exchange of evironmental issues. The minute

from their Ben Lomand conference reads:

Our concern for the earth is a spiritual one.
We feel the need to examine our faith and
practice in the context of this concern. We
invite and celebrate the Light that each Meeting
has to shed on this.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting has not yet Joined hands with Quakers of

the United States and Canada to accept the invitation to send a

representative to the Friends on Unity with Nature meetings. Tempe

Monthly Meeting proposes that such action be discussed in monthly

meetings and worship groups throughout the regions and that Friends

Meetings subscribe to the newsletter BeFriending Creation to learn
more about the group and action proposals that it makes. After

consideration, we ask that Meetings bring recommendations to the

February 1991 meeting of the Continuing Committee. By our
participation in Friends Committee on Unity with Nature, we can affirm

our spiritual relationship with nature and the unity of divine
creation.
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Living an Environmentally Sound Lifestyle
(Partli)

‘1
Some are overwhelmed with the logistics of to live an environmentally sound life-

style. Indeed, there are so many possibilities that it can seem too much to handle. Liv
lng simply is not necessarily easyl There are things to consider from the moment you . /
first get up In the morning (and decide not to turn the thermostat up too high) until
Just before bed (when you use a cup of water to brush your teeth Instead of letting
the water run). ...

. ,lj

Luckily, there Is a lot of help and support available. There Is a fine booklet
available from FCUN (W11r1ng Gently on the Earth, see p.2). Non-Quakers too
are discovering the simple lifestyle and putting out books with titles lIke 50
Simple Things to Do to Save the Earth, 750 Everyday Ways You Can Help Clean
Up the Earth, and The Green Lifestyle Handbook (subtitled 1001 Ways You
Can Heal the Earth’). There are booklets on environmental shopping, lists of
substitutes for household todcs, catalogs of orga.nic lawn and garden aids, tips
on how to save water and enerr, recycling hotllnes, you name it.

The Important thing is not you choose to try to implement a more
environmental lifestyle, but George Fox said, Your works, your
lives, your conversation, your presence, and your practice both Judge and
preach.’ What do you ‘Judge and preach, * for example, when you eat a -.

_____

(continued on p.3)

The Green Tax
L.A

• New Society Publishers prints and distributes books that promote “ L
fundamental social change through nonviolent action,’ writes David
Albert-in News from New Society Publishers, the company’s news- -

-

_______

letter.
.

• For instance, one of our books — Th4iilr1ng Like a Mountain — is
,

des1ed to help us remember that defense of the environment is in
reality a form of SeIf’ defense. We’d like to sell tens of thousands
of copies (and we hope people whfl read them tool). People would have
their consciousness raised and, of course, it would help our cashflow, hence allowing
us to do more books.

• The problem is that the production and distribution (we hope not the consump
tioni) of the book contributes to the environmental depletion that the book itself decries.

While our books are printed on partially recycled paper, trees are cut down to manu
facture it. The miii where paper Is produced consumes massive amounts of ener and

pollutes air and water. The trucks that haul the paper to the presses and the finished

______

(continued on p.4) U
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Pri9es are:

1 copy. $1.00
5 copies. $4.00

City/State zip

Please Enter / Re -aw my subscription
to Berriending Creation ($15/year).

(] I would like to become a member of FCUN.

CJ I’m Interested in being a FCUN contact for my Meeting.

Comments:

FCUN goals:
1. To search for that Life which affirms the unity

of divine creation.

2. To apply Friends’ practice to live In deep com
munion with all life spirit.

3. To be guided by the Light within us to participate
In healing the enviroamental crises that con
front the earth.

4. To be a deeply reflective forum within the Socie
ty of Friends to strengthen and deepen our spir
itual unity with nature.

Walking Gently checklist
Jack Phillips’ Earthcare checklist, titled Walk

lng Gently on the Earth, is available from FCUN,
684 Benicia Drive, Santa Rosa CA 95409. -

10 copies $7.00
20 copies $13.50
40 copies $28.00

FCUN Membership

Membership in FCUN is open to a.ll who:

• express a commitment to our statement of
goals, and

• demonstrate commitment to support these
goals financially and/or through work, and

• support FCUN work at the Monthly or Yearly
Meeting levels, or through. other Friends organ
lzations.

Please enclose a letter with your application stat
ing how and why you support the FCUN goals and
what kinds of contributions you are making (in
money, work, or both). If you are not already a
BFC subscriber, the first $15 of your monetary do
nation goes toward your subscription.

BEur)ING Ciiriow
Be1’ri.nding Creation, VoL3, No.10, June, 1990. News

letter of the Friends Committee on Unity with Nature. ISSN
1060-0332. ETC Is primarily a means of communication
among Friends’ Meetings about our spiritual relations with
the environment, and also a means of bringing news from
the outside - world to Friends on the environment and our
spiritual interests In it. Opinions expressed In this newslet
ter are the authors own and do not necessarily reflect those
of FCUN, nor of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers).
The Editor Is responsible for unsigned items. Articles from
Beriending Creation may be reprinted for nonprofit educat
tional purposes, if credit Is given to FCUN and the author.
Please send us a. copy.

BeFriending Creation invites submissions of:
• letters,
• book or magazine reviews,
• musings and poetry,
• upcoming events,
• Monthly Meeting concerns and activities,
• reports from conferences and workshops,
• news of groups or happenings of splrltualJenvlronmental
Interest,

• and other such Information and inspiration.

Published monrhiy except August. DeadlIne for each issue
is the 12th of the preceding month., i.e. June 12th for the
July Issue.

YCUN Clerk: eric maya joy, The Meeting School, Rlndge NH
0348 1; phone (603) 899-6497.

BTC Editor (articles and Inquiries): Chris La.nlng, 808 East
11th Street, Davis CA 96818; phone (918) 768-8407. Ar
ticles may also be submitted via electronic mail on the com
puter network EcoNet, do ‘pymcun.

Managing Editor (subscriptions): Robert Schutz, 684 Bent-
cia Drive, Santa Rosa CA 95409; phone (707) 539-0669.

Thanks to a4&cc.s. agrlctiltura.l bockstore,603 Fourth
Street, Davis Ca 96618 for the use of their computer and Ia
serprintlng services.

FCUN Canvas shopping bags
A capacious, durable canvas bag to hold all your

shopping: the alternative to both paper and plastic.
No trees cut -- no landfUl landfiiledl
Natural colored canvas with sturdy
straps and an attractive screen-
printed ‘tree’ logo In ‘een.

Cost: $16, including postage and
handling. Order from FCUZ, 7700
Clarks Lake Road, Chelsea, wU 48118.

Friends Committee on Unity with Nature

If you share the goals and concerns of Friends Committee on Unity with Nature, we Invite you to Join with us, and to
work In your Meeting to develop a response. Please send the information below to:

Triendz Committe. on Unity with Nature, 684 Benicia Drive, Santa Rosa. CA 95409

Name

a BeFriending Creazicn • June 1990



Lifestyle (continued from p.1)
convenient fast-food burger? That you approve of

55 square feet of rainforest being lost to produce

that burger? That using 2,500 gallons of water to
produce one pound of meat Is acceptable to you?
Does the fact that 60 millton hungry people world
wide could be fed with the grain saved If we In
America cut back on our love of meat-eating by just
10% make you pause and think?

Today we live in a consumer-oriented, instant-
gratification, throw-away society, and it is terribly
easy to go along with the flow. Once, we Quakers
were a peculiar people,’ una.frald to live by our
convictions and be visibly different from our neigh
bors. Now we tend to blend in with the main
stream. ‘What can one person do?• many ask.
‘I’m only a drop In the bucket.’ Maybe, but one
drop may cause many ripples. One of the finest ex
amples was John Woolma.n. He knew that he alone
could not end slavery, but his response to this and
other social Ills was to avoid any complicity in
them. He did this not only to avoid adding to exist
ing evil1 and as an influence to others, but also for
the value of ethical living for its own sake.

Most of us have heard how John Woolman
would not use the products of slave labor, such as
sugar, molasses, and dyed cloth. He also walked
rather than use the stagecoach In England, and
asked his friends not to send him letters by the
post, because he had heard that the poatboys often
froze to death at night, and the horses were killed
or maimed by the grueling pace.

True, you can’t save the world single-handedly,
it is Impossible to live without some impact on the
earth, and there are modern conveniences that
even Quakers would rather not give up. But every
small step toward environmental living can help.
For example, the residents of Medford Leas retire
ment community have revived their motto from the
gas shortage days of the 70’s: ‘s.c. s. —Shut Off
Something!’. Most of us are trying to do what we
can. But you may also want to hold your efforts in
the Light to see If you could do more.

Think about where the products you use came
from. What resources were used in their produc
tion? Does this sit easily on your conscience? If not,
what can you do about It? Where does this product
go when you are finished with it? Is there any way
of extending Its useful life, either In its current
form, or as a raw material for a new product?

Let other people know of your concerns. Write

to corporations that over-package, that pollute, that

lay waste to wildlife or habitat unnecessarily. Con

gratulate those who are acting In an environmental
ly responsible manner. Write to Congress in sup

port of environmental legislation.
Get back In touch with the natural world our

modern life tends to disassociate us from. Visit a,
park or zoo. Work in your garden. Take a walk in

the woods. Get to know a tree. Rediscover your
childlike sense of wonder.

What can we do, remembering our own experi
ences with nature, to make it possible for the chil
dren of our Meetings and of the world, to continue
to have similar experiences in the future? For the
threats encroaching on our environment are indeed
serious and urgent: global warming, deforestation,
loss of wetlands, desertificatlon, extinctions -- the
Worldwatch Institute warns that, if we do not
change our ways, in 40 years environmental prob
lems w-lfl cause the economic and social structure to
disintegrate.

What can we do? Don’t despair. Keep doing
whatever good steps you have already taken. Get a
book or list and find 1001 more possibilities. Cele
brate Earth Day April 22, and live every day as If
It were Earth Day. Shut Off Something. Pray for
the Earth — and for all the people and creatures
who have no other home. Seek God’s guidance.
We hope you will be led to make lifelong concern
for the environment part of your lifestyle, and
your spiritual base for the rest of your life.

In closing, I’d like to quote Dwight Spann Wil
son, from a. talk he gave in 1976 on The Cost of
Quakerism:

‘It Is time that 20th Century Friends realized
that we do not live In a world with problems: we
live In a problem world. The pursuit of Truth must
not be thought of as faddish; the pursuit of Truth is
a lifestyle. . . . Take the sacredness testimony and
protect life of all kinds; the world’s resources must
be considered beyond your death. Take the peace
testimony and ban all violence; psychological scars
also kill. Take the simplicity testimony and limit
all embellishments; unobstructed light Is brighter
than that hidden under decoration. Take the com
munity testimony -- support your own young and
struggling, and embrace all people; our earthly fain
Ily Is fast rushing headlong toward destruction.’

— Report of the Environmental Working Group,
by Kathy Geist and Amy Weber for

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting March 30, 1990

Brains and, determination

• The exciting thought that has been driving me

lately,’ writes Elizabeth Israel Jones from Watson-

vine, CA, ‘Is that human beings are not only the

species that has wreaked so much destruction on

the planet, but we are also indeed part of the entire

life system of Gala, and as such are going to be the

ones who brIng It back into balance. Our brains

and determination did the damage, and we still

have brains and determination which are world

wide in the process of begli-ming the correction.S.

Be?rlend.lng Creation • June 1990
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Replanting

E Magazine reports that the Earth Island Insti

tute has Instituted Green Pages, a campaign to en
courage magazine publishers to plant a tree each
time an issue is printed.. Earth Island Journal, the
organization’s bimonthly publication, is printed on

recycled paper, yet still uses 4,000 pounds of virgin

pulp, or the equivalent of 40 new trees, with each

issue. ‘Ultimately, we hope to not only replace the
same number of trees our publications are consum
Ing, but to actually contribute to the plus side,’ says

Gar Smith, editor of the journal. Other publications,
such as In Context, Utne Reader, Greenpeace, Ani
mals’ Agenda, Buzzworm, Orion Nature Quarterly,
California Waterfront, Parenting, and E Magazine
have joined Earth Island In their pledge. ‘A single
tree can cost as little as $20,’ says B. ‘Many cities

have tree planting programs available through their
parks departments, and, for a. modest donation, the
city wifi dig the holes and plant the trees for you.
The invitation will be extended to major publica
tions such as Time, Newsweek, and The New York
Times, which notoriously uses some 75,000 trees
for each Sunday edition. To learn more about Green
Pages and how publishers can make their pledge,
contact Gar Smith, Editor, Earth Island Journal,
300 Broadway, Suite 28, San Francisco CA 94133,
or phone (416) 788-3888.

Greenta.x (continued from p.1)
books to customers burn petroleum products and
pollute the air.

‘The problem goes further. One of the authors,
John Seed, director of the Rainforest Information
Centre In New South Wales, Australia, lectures
around the world to promote a heightening of con
sciousness about the seriousness of the environinen
tal threat. Hundreds, even thousands of people
travel scores of miles to hear him, burning up even
more fossil fuels In the process. And, ironically,
the more successful the book, the more successful
John’s tours, the higher the environmental cost.

These costs, or more correctly, what the cost
would be of restoring the environment to the state
In which it edsted before economic activity took
place, are external to the exchange that happens In
the marketplace and nowhere figured into the price
of the product or service exchanged.

‘There is no simple solution. . . We could de
cide, as many corporations.., already have, to do
nate a portion of our profits to good purposes, Lu
cluding environmental restoration. That’s terrific
as far as it goes. . . For companies that already en
gage In activities which cause damage to the envi

ronment. . . the more damage they do and the
higher their profits, the more money would go to
restoration. But the restoration would never catch
up with the damage..

‘We could raise our prices to provide funds for
restoration, but such an approach would most likely

backfire. We are already a very small business un

able to take significant advantage of economies of
scale. By placing ourselves at a. ‘competitive disad

vantage,’ sales of what we consider to be ‘socially

responsible’ products would drop, lessening our ca
pacity to serve a wider public, and cutting our mar

gins still further.
‘So after all of these considerations, we came

up with the idea of a voluntary ‘Green Tax.’ The

Green Tax Is a convenient way for consumers to
offset the environmental costs of the products we
consume. We wilt give our customers an opportuni
ty to participate in the tax (our order form sug
gests 9% of the subtotal) as a part of their order.
We, In turn, will dispense the accumulated ‘Green
Fund,’ using 50% of the funds generated for actual
environmental restoration (tree planting, river and
ocean cleanup, reha.bffitation projects) and 50% for
environmental education and nonviolent direct ac
tion. . . .But the chief purpose of the ‘Green Tax’ Is
not so much an ‘answer’ to environmental prob
lems as it is a way to raise consciousness and begin
dialogue so that lasting answers can be found.
Over time, we hope that more socially responsible
businesses wifi join us, and we hope that conscien
tious customers will choose to patronize them.

‘Although the ‘Green Tax’ idea. is just in its be
ginning stages, it’s already beginning to pick up
steam. The first catalog to introduce the ‘Green
Tax’ was the Seventh Generation Catalog (Seventh
Generation, 10 Farrell, Burlington VT 05402), mail-
order sellers of environmentally sound products.
Alan Newman, director of Seventh Generation, envi

sions the day when a Green Tax logo (yet to be
created) will be a universally recognized mark of
honor, a kind of ‘Good Pla.net.Keeping Seal of Ap
provaL’ . . . Acorn Design.s (5068 Mott Evans
Road, umansburg, NY 14888), designers and sell

ers of stationery and other paper products, was the

second. . . Steve Sierigk of Acorn finds that the
number of people participating Is far greater than

he had imagined, amounting to some 30% of his

mail-order customers, and almost 90% of people

who bought Acorn products at trade fairs.’
New Society Publishers promises to report peri

odically on the progress of the Green Tax and the

use of Green Tax funds In their newsletter.
— submitted by Amy Weber

4
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NEWS PROM MEETINGS

FCNL now using recycled paper

‘As you probably have noticed,’ writes Michael

Palmer from Oklahoma, ‘Friends Committee on Na

tional Legislation Is now printing their newsletter

on recycled paper! David Boynton of FCNL esti

mates It wifi cost FCNL approximately $7000 extra

per year. Unfortunately, FCNL’ s budget is becom

ing Increasingly more difficult to meet, even with

out this added expense. I therefore urge all sup

porters of FCTh who are concerned about the Earth

to contribute a little more than usual to help cover

the costs of the paper. An enclosed note expl1n1ng

how much you are pleased with their move will cer

tainly give them Impetus.. . . Many other Quaker

organizations, such as AFSC, Friends Journal
(though not for the Journal itself), Right Sharing,

numerous Monthly Meetings and some Yearly Meet

ings are now using recycled paper; they eli deserve

some extra moral support. Financial support would

not hurt either.’
David Boynton of FCNL writes, ‘We had a long

relationship with our printer, who supplied us with

paper. Shortly after our first correspondence, I
started to work with them to find out about recy
cled paper. They were not cooperative. . . I was

first told recycled paper would not work in their

web presses. This answer took some time for me to

get and of course turned out to be wrong. Eventual

ly I pressed them further, giving them some sourc

es for quality offset web paper. They took some

time again to get Information from the sources I
gave them, and eventually told me they could use

that paper, but we would have to buy a. years sup

ply in advance at considerably more than the paper

we were previously using, and we would have to

pay a siguiflcant storage charge each month for the

unused paper. We had had a very good relationship
prior to this, so it was reluctantly that I searched
for a new printer who could cooperate with us on

recycled paper. I eventually found one, who quoted

the job on recycled paper at a reasonable, though

somewhat higher price than we had been paying,

and who was not going to charge me for storage.

The upshot Is that since December we have been us

ing recycled paper for the Newsletter.
‘We have made some other smaller improve

ments here. . . . We have started using window en

velopes without the glassine for our appeal mall

Ings. Whenever possible the contents of these

mailings use recycled paper. I have found a reason

able source of toilet paper and paper towels made

from recycled paper. Our next order win befrom

them. Our letterhead Is now on 50% recycled

paper.. . .One major use where we haven’t yet

changed to recycled is for copying. The cost of re

cycled [copy] paper from sources I know about is a.l

most double the cost of virgin paper. FCNL Is expe
riencing serious budget pressure, with reduction In
our program next year a very real possibility. I
don’t have funds for increased costs for copying.
Perhaps you know of a source of copy paper that Is
competitive with new paper.

‘Environmental concerns undergird all the pri
orities for this session of Congress, and I imagine
the next Annual Meeting of the General Committee
[of FCNI] will have staff focus even more ener in
this direction. All our work is only possible because
Friends and others make contributions to us. I hope
those Friends who want us to work on these issues
and who ask us to bear increased costs for recy
cling, will also help us pay our bills...’

(I
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Camp Unalayee

Camp Unalayee, Cherokee for ‘Place of Friends,’
was started In 1949 as an experimental interracial

camp under the guidance of legendary Palo Alto

(CA) Friend Josephine Duveneck. For Its first ten
years the camp was located on the Quaker Center

property near Ben Lomond In the Santa Cruz Moun

tains. Now in the wilderness of the Trinity Alps In

northwest California, Unalayee Is a wilderness val

ley (with its own lake) where students of multi

ethnic backgrounds spend two weeks erjoy1ng the

high country and getting a first-hand knowledge of

the interrelationship of human beings and nature.

The young people live In co-ed groups of up to

ten campers and two counselors. Counselors and

campers cook and clean and build their own shel

ters in a manner that minimizes Inpact on the frag

ile alpine environment. ill campers participate in

backpacking excursions.
Cost is very reasonable and depends on family

income, and includes round-trip transportation from

Palo Alto. Some spots In the camp are available for

people who cannot pay full fee. 1990 sessions are

July 5-19, July 22-August 4, and August 9-23.

Women’s Week, for women and their children, Is

August 25-September 1. For more information

write Camp Unalayee, 2448 Watson Court, Palo Alto

CA 94303, or phone (416) 493-3488.

BeFriending Creation ‘ June 1990
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CALENDAR

19-22 “Ameologicalviewof Creation,’ the

June 1990 gathering of Quaker Theological Dis
cussion Group, George Fox College, New-

berg, Oregon. The theme Includes, ‘looking at hu
man stewardship of the earth, at God In the process
of time, and at Sabbath-keeping as celebration.’
For more Information write Arthur Roberts, Box
215, Yachats, OR 97498. Papers from the gather
ing will be published In the September 1990 issue of
Quaker Religious Thought.

20-22 Colorado Council on Religion and the nvi
Aug. ronment, 1st annual Summer Retreat,

Crested Butte, Colorado. CCRE members

include ‘Baptists, Buddhists, Catholics, Episcopal!
ans, Hindus, Jews, Lutherans, Mennonites, Metho
dists, Nazarenes, Presbyterians, Quakers, Unitari
ans — members of the Church of Divine Science, the
Emissaries of Divine Light, the Reformed Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, and the United
Church of Christ - and people unaffiliated with any
religious community. Through Its meetings and ac
tivities, CORE enables these people to get to know
one another, collaborate on projects, and explore
the environmental dimensions of their faiths.’ The
retreat ‘will focus both on practical problem-
solving, and on environmentalism’s spiritual side.’
For more Information write Marshall Massey, 4353
East 119th Way, Thornton, CO 80233-1738.

Pray, prophesy, act, live

Esher (England) Meeting considered some of the
resource material from London Yearly Meeting on
Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of Creation’ In

two discussion groups, and came up with four sug
gestions based on the ideas of the Lifestyle Move
ment: ‘The first and most important suggestion is
that we should pray for justice, peace, and the in
tegrity of creation; the second that we should proph
esy, in the sense that we should tell other people
about the world’s needs. The third Is that we
should act by supporting groups working for justice,
peace, and the integrity of creation, and fourthly,
that we- should lead lives of personal moderation so
that others may simply live.’

Pledge of Allegiance to the Earth
— from the Children ‘s Peacemak

-: ers Camp, 1989, reported by MU
‘ \ waukeee Meeting

.‘

• ‘1 pledge allegiance to the
Earth, to this unique blue water

4 - planet, graced by life, our only
home. I promise to protect to

the best of my abilities all parts of
our planet’s environment, and to promote peace
among the human family, with liberty and justice.’

Another version, submitted by Lisa Gould:

‘I pledge allegiance to the Earth, and to the flo
ra, fauna, and human life that it supports. One
planet, indivisible, with safe air, water, and soil, ec
onomic justice, equal rights, and peace for all.’

Subscribe to EarthLight magazine now
or you’ll miss our Fall 1990 issue!
As a subscriber to BeFriending Creation, you received the first issue of EarthLlght FREE.
But you must subscribe If you want to get the Fail Issuel More great articles around the theme,

In the Garden.’ Send in your subscription todayl

[Use thisformfor your subscription to be sure youget the correct issues and rates.]EarthLight ?
kr.. ..., —.

Q Fall 1990 (S5);
1 issue

1991(S1S):
4 issues

* _I_j____

U BOTH! 1990 + 1991 ($20):
5 issues

City/St2tc/Zip:

Make checks payable to EarthLight. SEND TO: 684 Benicia Drive, Santa Rosa, CA 95409.
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Paper or plastic?

Most people who consid
er themselves environ
mentally aware harbor
basic reservations about
plastic. Although they rep
resent only about 8 percent -

of America’s garbage by
weight, plastics take up as

____

much as 30 percent of the
space In our landfills. As
the costs of waste disposal

_______

escalate, many citizens and
municipalities have looked to
communities like Berkeley,
California; Minneapolis, Min
nesota; and Portland, Ore
gon, which have imposed
bans on certain types of
plastic packaging.

Two years ago my or
ganization began to consider a
prohibition of the use of polystyrene
(commonly known as Styrofoam, a trademark of the
Dow Corporation) at our facilities. While Investigat
ing the facts pursuant to the proposed ban, I found
the Issue of plastics to be much more complex than
I had anticipated. The following thoughts and ideas
are from my own research, and are offered for your
consideration when deciding whether or not to pur
chase plastics.

Are plastics bad for the environment?
In most cases the answer is yes, but the alterna

tives may not be much better. Plastics are manu
factured from petroleum products (a limited re
source), and their production results In the
generation of hazardous wastes. Paper is the most
common alternative to packaging, but, although
trees are a renewable resource, it is hard to ignore

the three hundred years of envi
ronmental degradation associated

with New England’s paper mills.
Dr. Jan Beyea, the senior policy

scientist at the National Audu
ban Society, has concluded
that, except for PVC (polyvi
nyl chloride) plastics, most
consumer plastics have been
produced with less pollution
than paper on a per-pound
basis. On the other hand,
If PVC, polystyrene, or PET
(polyethylene terephtha
late) plastics are burned In
an incinerator they will pro.
duce more toxic emissions
than their paper alterna
tives. In other words, nei
ther plastic nor paper is to
tally benign; In many cases
recycling is the factor that

(continued on p.3)
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The roots of involvement

The enthusiasm and concern of individual
members is one of the major factors prompting
other members, and Meetings, to in turn become
involved. So reports the Justice, Peace, and Integ
rity of Creation Working Group of London Yearly
Meeting. Many Friends responded thoughtfully to
a survey sent out by the group, asking not only
what Friends were doing but also why.

Publicity about pollution, greenhouse effect
etc. has made us try to change our lifestyle, * one
Meeting reported. Another reported, ‘We are

(continued on p.4)
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FCUN goals:
1. To search for that Life which affirms the unity

of divine creation.

2. To apply Frlend.s practice to live In deep com
munion with au hfa spirit.

3. To be guided by the Light within us to participate
In healing the environmental crises that con
front the earth.

4. To be a deeply reflective forum within the Scole
ty of Friends to strengthen and deepen our spir
itual unity with nature.

FCUN Membership

Membership in FCUN is open to all who:

• express a commitment to our statement of
goals, a.nd

• demonstrate commitment to support these
goals financially andior through work, and

• support FCUN work at the Monthly or Yearly
Meeting levels, or through other Friends organ
lzations.

Please enclose a letter with your application stat
ing how and why you support the FCUN goals and
what kinds of contributions you are mal1ng (in
money, work, or both). If you are not already a
BFC subscriber, the first $15 of your monetary do
nation goes toward your subscription.

FCUN Canvas shopping bags
A capacious, durable canvas bag to hold all your

shopping: the alternative to both paper and plastic.
No trees cut -- no landfill landfiiledl
Natural colored canvas with sturdy
straps and an attractive screen-
printed ‘tree logo In green.

Cost: $15, including postage and
handling. Order from PCIJN, 7700
Clarks Lake Road, Chelsea, ?tU 48118.

Walking Gently checklist

Jack Phillips’ Earthcare checklist, titled Walk
ing Gently on the Earth, is available from FCUN,
684 Benicia Drive, Santa Rosa CA 95409.

Prices are:

1 copy $1.00

5 copies $4.00

10 copies $7.00
20 copies $13.50
40 copies $26.00

BEFuE)ING CRnoN
BeFriending Creation, Vol.3, No.11, July, 1990. Newslet

ter of the Friends Committee on Unity with Nature. ISSN
1060-0332. BFC Is primarily a. means of communication
among Friends’ Meetings about our spiritual relations with
the environment, and also a means of bringing news from
the outside world to Friends on the environment and our
spiritual Interests in It. Opinions expressed in this newslet
ter are the authors’ own and do not necessarily reflect those
of FCtJN, nor of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers).
The Editor is responsible for unsigned items. Articles from
BeFriending Creation may be reprinted by any nonprofit or
ganization, if credit Is given to FCTIN and the author. Please
send us a copy.

BeFriending Creation invites submissions of:
letters, book or maga.zlne reviews, musings and poetry,
upcoming events, Monthly Meeting concerns and activi
ties, reports from conferences and workshops, news of
groups or happenings of spiritual/environmental inter
est, and other such information and inspiration.

Published riontbly except August. Deadline for each issue
Is the 12th of the preceding month, La. August 12th for the
September Issue.

FCVN Clerkt eric maya joy, The Meeting School, Rlndge NH
03461; phone (603) 899-5497.

BFC Edltori Chris La.ning.
Subscriptions Clerk, Lois Richter.
Mn.iig Eittor Robert Schutz.

Address correspondence trn 608 East 11th Street, Davis
CA 95816; phone (016) 768-6407. Articles may also be
submitted via electronic mail on the computer network Eco
Net, c/o pymcu.n.

Thanks to agAccess agricultural bookstore,603 Fourth
Street, Davis Ca. 95616 for the use of their computer and la.
serprinting services.

Friends Committee on Unity with Nature

If you share the goals and concerns of Friends Committee on Unity with Nature, we invite you to join with us, and to
work In your Meeting to develop a response. Please send the Information below to:

Friends Committee on Unity with Nature, 608 East 11th Street, Davis CA 95816

Name

Address_____

Phone C ) Interests, skills

City/State Zip

Please Enter /Renew my subscription
to Berrleud.ing Creation ($1 5/year).

I would like to become a member of FCUN.

[] I’m interested in being a FCUN contact for my Meeting.

Comments:
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Paper or plastic? continued from p.1

Earth Ethics:
VALUE ISSUES AN]) ANALYSIS

Just started by the Public Resource Founda

tion, and edited by Friend Sara Ebenreck, Earth

Ethics is a unique attempt to track the evolving en
vironmental ethic coming about In our midst,
writes Friend Steve Elkinton, from Fails Church
(VA). It also wishes to articulate the values by
which we deal with the world around us.

The first issue of this quarterly journal (Fail,

1989) is a pithy compendium of excerpts from past

and present visionaries such as Aido Leopold,

Thomas Berry, and Gro Bruntland. Each issue, if

the next ones are as rich as this, would make an

excellent resource for a Meeting or home study

group on environmental consciousness.
‘The graphics are spare (but rich -- mostly

from old engravings) and the writing somewhat ac

ademic. The enticing aspect of this short journal Is

its exploration of the philosophical dimensions of

humanity’s relationship to Creation without falling

into religious language. These are sacred issues,

but are framed, as Leopold and many of his best

naturalist colleagues did, in the language of nature

itself, without some anthropocentric or mythic con

struct. The first issue is further enriched by quick

forays into economic theory, poetry, and public pol

icy. It ends with coming events and a few choice

book reviews.’
Three issues have been published so far (Fail

1989, Winter and Spring 1990). A sample copy is

free from Public Resource Found.ation, 1815 H

Street NW, Suite 600, washington DC 20006. The

subscription form in the back of each issue lists

$10, $15, $20 or ‘$_‘ as possible contributions.

(For subscription information on Eartb.Light, see

p.8 of this newsletter. January BFC subscribers

have received a free copy of the first issue.]

tips the environmental scale In favor of one or the

other material. In both Canada and West Germany

some plastic packaging has actually received an

‘environmental seal of approval from the govern

ment because it is collected for recycling, while the

paper or glass alternatives are not.

Can plastics be recycled?
Recyclabifity of a plastic depends on the type of

resin used in its production. Low and High Density

Polyethylene (LOPE and HOPE) comprise 64 per

cent of the consumer market for plastic packaging,

including most trash and grocery bags, and plastic

wraps. Both types of polyethylene can be recycled,

tend to generate smaller amounts of pollution, and

are much more valuable than paper or glass, mean

ing that the economics favors plastics recycling.

Some types of containers feature multiple layers

of different resins — ‘squeezable’ jam or ketchup

bottles, for example. Because it’s Impossible to sep

arate the resins in this type of container, it Is virtu

ally non-recyclable and should always be avoided.

Soda bottles, made from polyethylene terephtha

late (PET), fail into an intermediate category; al

though they feature a base made from HOPE, a cap

made from aluminum or polypropylene, and the

PET bottle itself, enough consumers return the bot

tles to encouraging the bottling industry to invest in

recycling.
Some containers now display a code to indicate

the type of plastic they contain. Consumers may be

able to use the symbol -- a triangle enclosing a num

ber code for each plastic, devised by the Society of
(continued on p.6)

Reviews of EarthLight
Two Friends recently sent in reviews of Pacific

Yearly Meeting Unity with Nature’s EarthLight

magazine, often mentioned in these pages (and edit

ed by your BPC editor).
‘EartbLight Is fln& • writes Sara Ebenreck, edi

tor of Earth Ethics (arid we return the compliment;

see review at right — Ed.]. ‘In the first issue, I es

pecially liked ‘Walking on the Earth’ by Francis

Hole, because it drew out an unusual way to be con

nected with soils -- the supportive ground of all life.

JoArm McAllister’s reflection on ‘creating a new

story’ was also appealing In its drawing together of

the sources who are now working on the creation of

a new myth to guide our self-identification.

‘You seem to have accurately named what I’d

see as the difference between EarthLight and Earth

Ethics. [I wrote to her that ZarthLight is intended

to be explicitly religious (or spfrltual, if you prefer)

and to appeal to the heart as well as the head —

Ed.] Although we [Earth Ethics] carry religious!

spiritual pieces, we also want to carry reflections

by people who are doing value analysis that may

not be primarily religious in its starting place.

* In fact, I take the almost simultaneous arising

of several new national journals as a sign that the

spirit Is moving among us, allowing us to speak in

voices heard by many different peoples.’

Noel Peattie, of Davis (CA) Friends Meeting, has

also reviewed EarthLlght In the current issue of his

journal for librarians, Sipapu. ‘The importance of

[EarthLight] to others,’ he says, after briefly de

scribing the contents, ‘is that this is the first at

tempt, so far as we know, of a well-established re

ligious body (its Influence far out of proportion to

its numbers) to bring its time and effort to the sup

port of environmental and ecological struggle. It

now remains for other churches to do likewise.

(The Buddhists never got away from it.)’

BeFriendIng Creation • July 1990
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Roots, continued from p.1

blessed with half a dozen Friends Intensely commit
ted In various directions, and they act as the Con
science of [our Meeting]. * Other Meetings listed as
the Immediate reasons for their involvements:

Studying to gain more knowledge; anger at injus
tice; compassion; questioning accepted wisdom. In
dignation at injustice and an Innate dislike of waste
and destruction. Consequence of political interests
and government ideolo and policies. Even bad
gering by activlstsl

The motivation in such activities
seems to come from two dlrections,* re
ports another Meeting. One, the need for
clarity, simplicity and Integrity in our own
Inner selves and a preference for the val
ues of real, basic things; the other, revul
sion from the practical consequences of ex
ploitative affluence, which common sense
tells us will soon outrun material resourc
es, leaving the world poorer and less beau
tiful for our grandchildren and others.

The media and our reading have made
us more aware of the enormous richness
and Intricacy of the natural world, as well
as of the societies of people who share the
planet with us as our mutual home. This
Increases our respect for the uniqueness of
each, and for the delicate network of inter
dependence that holds our world as one.
We have to live In a continual search for
balance, always holding fast to the values of beauty
and of community (being with other people and

knowing the whole -- not our Individual interests —

to be the most Important concern).
Without being critical, we have the luxury of

choice, which not everyone has; and must be ready
to adjust the ordering of our lives In practical ways
(e.g. the use of cars, which also have their place)
to the advantage of the whole. We try to be sensi
tive and attentive to what is around us, and include
these things In our prayer.

And another Meeting said:
In affairs of the Spirit, It is difficult

to discern cause and effect. Who can
say, for instance, what promptings in our
silent worship lead us to particular cours
es of action? And what effect do those
actions In their turn have upon our spiri
tual growth? Both are fruits of that
growth and are inseparable. We believe
we are sensltised by the Spirit in various
ways. .. Given this sensitivity and open
ing ourselves to God’s leadings, we are
from time to time nudged’ in certain di
rections. . . The cumulative effect of this
alternating between inspiration and ac
tion is the development of a wholeness in
our lives, wherein thoughts, feelings, re
lationships and activities come to form a
harmonious circle.’

- from ‘A Report by the MJETllVG
FOR SumRLWGS JPIC WORKLITG GROUP
on responses to Queries sent to Prepara

tive Meetings in September 1988,’
published July 1989.

We need light, not heat

• Does the need to prevent the destruction of the
earth seem so Imperative and so obvious that I
make my environmentalism a creed?

• Do I have the patience to wait for the Light?

• Do I allow my commitment to befriending crea
tion to justify unloving treatment of people
that lack my commitment or self-
righteousness?

I feel called to offer the above queries and the
following comments to the contributors to, and read
ers of, BeFriending Creation. I am concerned that
BFC has allowed Itself to be severed from its Quak
er roots and has become, or Is becoming, merely an
expression of thoughts and developing conscious
ness of the extent to which people harm the envi
ronment and what they can do about it. Those
things are important, but they are done better else
where.

What has led me to support BFC since its incep
tion Is my belief in the need for a forum for people

to communicate the ways in which the Light has led
them to reconcile the myriad responsibilities we
have to each other and the earth with joy and love,
and that our spiritual roots are critical to doing so.
I am struggling with both the responsibilities and
the joy, and need to hear of the struggles of others.

I believe that such a context is important be
cause I think If my only goal was to minimize my
Impact on the earth, the only responsible action
would be to kill myself in a place where I could be
allowed to decompose naturally. AJmost everything
I eat requires both that the natural order has been
altered (agriculture is not natural) and probably
polluted either while or after the product grew, and
that something or someone else could not eat it. Al
most any shelter that I have, and any clothes I
wear, harms the environment in some way. Moreo
ver, there Is no ‘next best’ solution that Is available
to 5 billion people. Certainly we a.il cannot move to
the wilderness or to farms because there are too
many people.

In this context I need Light, not heat.

- Jim Schacht, Milwaukee, WT
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NEWS FROM MEETINGS

Friendship Meeting, North Carolina

“As FFM is a small (Conservative YM) Meeting
with many students and Quaker retirees, we are
limited in our ability to do much more than our
work with Central American refugees, political all
ens without work papers, writes Marilyn Neuhaus
er. But we have undertaken ecolo education
and action, now adding a Meeting compost pile to
our other practices. Also Meeting-related are the
Quaker school recycling and ‘Trashathon’ projects.
We are networldng with coalitions for ecolor and
have contacted national and state groups for enerr
awareness.

The county extension service has asked me to
serve on grass-roots pThnning. I am doing an edible
landscaping project as part of ‘sustainable agrico
horticultural action.’

Recently I Initiated beginnings to link two hous
es for ener conservation, sunspace and green
house. We have enclosed porches and built solar
collectors, etc., as funds permit.

Have we been overtaken? A response

In response to June Taulbee’ a statement In the
May BFC on why she isn’t renewing her subscrip
tion, Krista Helmboldt writes from Manchester, NH:
“She is right that general society is beginning to
catch on to the need to save the planet. In ac
knowledging this, however, I would not say general
society has overtaken and bvoassed FCUN — I would
say general society Is beginning to be enl1htened
about the need to care for our planet.

It is absolutely wonderful that environmental
awareness is growing and becoming more main
stream. That Is no reason for Quakers to turn
away from this Important Issue. Mainstream
awareness is imperative for the environmental
movement to effect change, and efforts to nurture
and build that awareness must continue In all ways
possible . . -

Especially In established religions. Quakers are
unique In the attention they give to caring for the
Earth. Not being a member of any established
faith, over the past couple years I have sought a
church that speaks to my Earth/Life-centered spin
tua.lity. Qj Quakers, through FCUN’s BeFriending
Creation and [Pacific Yearly Meeting’s] EartbLlght,
have spoken to and nourished my personal spiritu
ality. Those of us that share such beliefs need such
a forum.

“To address June Taulbee’s valid concern about
paper waste, make sure every inch of printed page
counts, Is recycled/recyclable, and sent to only
those who request it.”

Seasons and simplicity

It seems to me our Quaker Faith and Practice
is central to our unity with nature, writes Mary
Hopkins from Media, Pennsylvania. “Can we add
our new-found knowledge of pantheistic rituals
which celebrate the round of the year to our Month
ly Meeting calendars? What would this do to us as
we became more aware of the phases of the moon
and how the changing of the seasons affects our
moods?

‘If we learn to use gender-inclusive language In
Meeting for Worship, and earth becomes our uncon
ditionally loving mother, how does that change our
behavior? Where and how do we work these har
monious ways of being on earth into our First-Day
schools?

‘I do hope that you are planning an article on
our Testimony on Simplicity, bow it is carried out
and how it makes us environmentally more accept
able. There are ways that Friends are ‘attacking’
our ecolor problems at a personal level which take
away the cause for spiritual and Interpersonal har
mony. Let’s also become aware of how we can fall
OUT of gras Issue.’

Affordable mugs

Deborah A. Courtney writes in the Spring 1990
issue of The gg how her congregation (Grace Epis
copal, Elmire, New York) replaced the disposable
cups they used to use at the weekly Coffee Hour
with some very reasonably priced ceramic mugs.
“We checked first with all of the restaurant suppli
ers In the area, but found that the styles available
were . . . more expensive that we felt we could s.f
ford. . . We turned then to a local advertising sup
plier — the type of firm which will put your logo on
just about anything you can imagine, from balloons
to pens to key chains to coffee mugs. . . . We sup
plied a copy of our church logo for imprinting.
Sale price on the mugs was $1.54 each, minimum
order 12 dozen. We ordered 18 dozen (12 dozen
for the church and 6 dozen to sell to our members)
which came to $332.64. In addition, we were
charged $35 for the Initial order screen charge and
$73.68 for shipping charges, so our total bill came
to $441.32 or approximately $2.05 per mug. We
sold the extra 6 dozen very quickly for $3 each.
Needless to say, the mugs have been extremely pop
ular and we are now, a year later, considering or
dering another batch to accommodate the many re
quests we have for them.’
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Paper or plastic? continued from p.3

The Plastics Industry -- to avoid some ‘problem
plastics’ In favor or more recyclable ones.

What you can do
Compared to alnrnlnum or paper manufacturers,

the plastics Industry has been very slow to encour
age or invest In recycling. Consumer pressure to
reduce packaging and encourage recycling win con
tinue to play a critical role In combating waste.

Most businesses still feel that consumers are
more concerned with the cost and convenience of a
product than with its environmental Impact. To al
ter this perception, consumers can:

1. Write to manufacturers encouraging changes
In product and packaging design.

2. Support businesses that use recycled prod
ucts.

3. Purchase products that can be recycled, and
support local recycling efforts.

Rather than discriminating against one material,
this attitude win provide the greatest incentive to
all manufacturers to maximize recycling efforts.

— by Don Hickman, Director of Technical Servic
es, Massachusetts Audubon Society; for One Per
sony Impact, February/March 1990. Memberships
In One Person’s Impact are $24 per year from P.O.
Box 751, Westborough, MA 01581, and include a
subscription to the 8-page bImonthly newsletter.
Limited Memberships for $12 are also available.

Additional reading:
• ‘The Packaging Challenge,’ In Garbage maga

zine, May/June 1990. A more detailed look at
paper and plastic packaging, discussing what
Is and Isn’t known about their environmental
impact, and highlighting outstandingly good
(and outstandingly bad!) packaging examples.

• ‘Paper or Plastic?’ in American Forests,
January/Februa.ry 1990. Reviews th&history
of the ‘plastic bag takeover’ at the grocery
store and the controversy over ‘degradable
plastics.

• ‘Bagging, the Great Paper Versus Plastic De
bate,’ by Dr. Jan Beyea, in Audubon, March!
April 1989.

• ‘Wrapped in Plastics: The Environmental Case
for Reducing Plastics Packaging,’ by Jeanne
Wirka, Environmental Action Foundation,
1525 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington
DC 20036.

Cover Illustration by Mary Newell DePalma for
Sanctuary magazine, Massachusetts Audubon
Society, December 1989.

Subscribe to EarthLight magazine now
or you’ll miss our Fall 1990 issue!
If you were a subscriber to BeFriending Creation In January, you received the first issue of EarthLight
FREE. But you must subscribe If you want to get the Fall lssu& The theme is “In the Garden” and con
tents include backyard meditations, thoughtful analysis, art and poetry. Send In your subscription toda,yI

EarthLight [Use thisformforyour subscription to be sure you gee the correct issues and rateL]

U Fall 1990 ($5); U 1991($15):
4 issues Address:

U BOTH! 1990 + 1991 ($20): City/State/Zip:
5 issues Make check., payablc to EarthLighr. &nd to: 608 East 11th Street, Davis CA 95616.

CALENDAR

2 Colorado Council on Reiiglon and the Envi
ronnient 1St annual Summer Retreat, an
nounced in last month’s BFC, has been

postponed until 1991. For more information on
CCRE, write Marshall Massey, 4353 East 119th
Way, Thornton, CO 80233-1738.

A reminder
that there is no August
issue of
BeFriending Creation.
The next Issue will be September.

1 issue
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

1989 FINANCIAL REPORT

Balance in general funds, January 1, 1989 $10,254.47
INCOME

Assessments 5,384.00
Contributions: general 237.00

Heberto Sein Fund 285.00
Interest: bank 438.61

Meeting House Fund 450.00
Dividends & cap gain: Pax Fund 1,534.38
Yearly Meeting 5,723.50

TOTALINCOME $14,052.49

DISBURSEMENTS
Administration 745.25
Friends Bulletin 2,100.00
Brinton Visitor 300.00
Travel

AFSC 978.00
Pv%cC 1,693.40
H.SeinFund 420.20
Young Friends to CC 281 .83

Yearly Meeting 5,372.34

TOTALDISBURSEMENTS $11,891.02
Transfer to Triennial Reserve 1,200.00

Balance in general funds, Dec. 31, 1989 $11.21 5.94

Balance in special funds $6,857.61

TOTAL FUNDS OF IMYM December31, 1989 $18,073.55

SPECIAL FUNDS
Jan 1, 1989 RECEIPTS DISBURSE Dec 31,1989

Tim Shaw 516.28 120.00 396.28

Committee on Sufferings 340.73 340.73

TravelFund(YFNA1QYP.etc) 1,230.00 930.00 300.00

CasadelosAmigos 678.00 2,190.00 1,800.00 1,068.00

Triennial Reserve 2,702.60 1 ,200.O0 3,902.60

AFSC-IMYM joint proj 850.00 850.00

PASS-ThRU CONTRIBUTiONS
Brinton Memorial 25.00
Pima Refugee Programs 340.00

LOCATION OF FUNDS
FGCMeetingHouseFund 7,500.00
U of U Credit Union, SLC 1 0,560.02
TOTALFUNDS 18,060.02
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IMYM9O
REPORT TO IMYM

AFSC CORPORATION DESIGNEE
BILL GROSS

June 12, 1990

This report has four parts: Part 1 reviews the IMYM AFSC Joint

Service Projects efforts; Part 2 reviews the AFSC monthly meeting

liaison program; Part 3 reviews the 1989 AFSC Corporation meeting

and related developments in the AFSC; Part 4 makes recommendations

regarding the IMYM and monthly meeting structural relationship with

AFSC.

Part 1.
The IMYM Joint Service Projects Oversight Committee, together

with AFSC related staff, conducted a search and appointed Cynthia

Taylor from an unusually strong group of applicants to be the

Projects Coordinator. Steve Ratcliffe Vane-hcn ha,

clerked the Committee. Among many ideas for projects, the

Committee chose, and Cynthia organized the 1990 Peace Caravan which

will begin right after Yearly Meeting. The Caravan will visit and

participate in AFSC and meeting efforts in New Mexico, Arizona,

Utah, and Denver. AFSC and other yearly meetings are watching this

effort with much interest and some in these meetings have proposed

instituting similar programs in their regions.

Part 2.
The IMYM established a meeting liaison program in which each

monthly meeting is asked to nominate an AFSC liaison person who

would serve as an AFSC—monthly meeting interface, i.e. a

communication channel between the monthly meeting, its members and

attenders and the AFSC. This person would also participate in an

IMYM Liaison Person Committee. (Appended for possible interest is

an example liaison person job description as developed by the

Albuquerque Meeting.) To date, relatively few meetings have

designated AFSC liaison persons. Tom Vaughan, clerk of the IMYM

Liaison Person Committee suggests merging this Committee with the

Joint Service Projects Committee.

The AFSC routinely seeks nominations for significant AFSC

staff openings. In addition, AFSC has, from time to time,

especially when there seemed to be sufficient time, sought inputs

from monthly meetings regarding pending policy matters such as

immigration and El Salvador. Our response has been insufficient to

give AFSC much leading. For example, a recent request brought

three replies from the entire United States. Nominations and

policy leadings offer important opportunities for liaison persons.
A

I r J
There are IMYM members who are members of the AFSC Kvk? Thr

Corporation: riagnes Medrud (also a Board member) and David

Henkel, -okh- t large members and,Elise Boulding and Bill Gross

(who has just agreed to serve a th/ree year term on the AFSC

Nominating Committee) IMYM repres1ntatives. The AFSC bylaws permit

four IMYM representatives due to he size of the Yearly Meeting.

-11AAV 1U y’ i4 Aas



Part 3
The AFSC Board and staff responded directly and rapidly to the

IMYM concerns as reported by Elise Boulding at 1988 and 1989 Yearly

Meetings. That these concerns were not unique to IMYM is reflected

by the copy of the 9/17/87 list of concerns of the New England Year

ly Meeting appended to this report. The Board asked the Corporat

ion Committee to plan an extended 1989 Corporation Meeting to focus

upon AFSC-Society of Friends relations. Accordingly, a Friday and

Saturday in November, 1989 were set aside for this intensive Annual

Meeting. Prior to this meeting, the AFSC Board met in June 1989

for an extended retreat focusing upon these relations. They

distributed a letter, enclosed, to Corporation members which

reviewed development of the AFSC, explaining how the AFSC evolved

from a pure relief organization, to learning to work with rather

than for people; next, the AFSC learned that, in program work, it

is necessary to understand thoroughly a situation from the

standpoint of the people with whom the program is working. For

example, from the beginning of the Society, Friends had much

experience in prison and with American Indians. Thus, the AFSC

began seeking to employ staff people who have been, and are members

of groups with whom the AFSC works. This led to equal opportunity

and affirmative action policies. Further, seeking to be responsive

to that of God in each person, the AFSC has sought to provide equal

opportunities to physically handicapped, gay and lesbian people.

The Corporation Committee arranged for small group discussions

of three important questions which arose out of our IMYM AFSC

retreats, and which have been of concern to Friends throughout the

country: Accountability, relationship between service and advocacy,

and how we express commitment to nonviolence in a violent world.

In the ensuing Corporation discussions, members expressed strong

concerns about:
-gay and lesbian rights,
—having a stronger religious and spiritual leading,

—being a Christ centered organization,
—having a more diverse representation of Friends who hold a

range of views, especially at the Board level,

-Indiana Yearly Meeting having generally an anti-abortion

position.

After much deep discussion and moments of silence, the

Corporation agreed to take two formal steps in seeking to

strengthen the AFSC-Society of Friends intimacy and working

relationships. First, Stephen Cary, the AFSC Clerk, would appoint

a working committee of a diverse group of Friends in consultation

with those from Yearly Meetings who have criticized AFSC direction

and operations. This committee would study the way Board members

and Corporation members are nominated, and make recommendations

during this year if feasible, and report conclusions to the 1990

Corporation meeting. Secondly, the clerk agreed to hold a

consultation between AFSC and representatives of various Yearly

meetings to examine AFSC’s experience in affirmative action and to

look at concerns the Affirmative Action Plan has raised in some

Yearly Meetings. (This meeting was held during the first week of

June, 1990.) Corporation members have copies of the eleven page

draft minutes of the Annual Meeting; they may be examined by

interested Friends, but are not available for distribution because

they have not yet been approved.



Stephen Cary has announced that he will retire as AFSC Clerk.

The AFSC solicited Corporation members for nominations for the next

Clerk. Speaking as a new member of the AFSC National Nominating

Committee, the writer observes that, although there are a limited

number of nominations for AFSC Board positions, the persons

nominated are outstanding; there are significantly more outstanding

people nominated than can be appointed. However, when the

Committee seeks to identify possible Board members from different

yearly meetings, having different viewpoints and different cultural

experiences, we find an over supply of gifted people in some areas

and a deficiency in others. The Nominating Committee therefor

strongly encourages nominations for Board, Corporation, Committee

and staff positions to permit a wider range of nominations to

permit a wider range of nominations.

Part 4.
RECOMMENDAT IONS

1. That IMYM continue appointing representatives to serve on the

AFSC Corporation. If the ji.eeting chooses to nominate four persons,

IMYM would be accountable or travel expenses for the four to the

nnual Corporation meeting. At present, AFSC covers travel

cxpenses for1 at lar’ members / AY”1
r 1i4 YM

2. That IMYM minute appreciation to AFSC for its responsiveness

to IMYM’s concerns, and express the Meeting’s commitment to

continue the process. .

3. That IMYM c-i-n-e the Joint Services Project Committee and the

IMYM AFSC committees.

4. That IMYM and AFSC continue sponsorship of the Joint Service

Projects position, seeking to have both IMYM and AFSC cover all of

the expenses, including half—time salary, supplies, health

insurance, travel expenses including insurance, etc.

5. That a budget sufficient to meet these needs be established.

The treasurer might recommend an appropriate amount.

Respectfully submitted,

—3—
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Cc’rcerris for Ccrpc’rat icri Cciriimittee Meet irig, 3/2S/87

L Ursderlyinrg cerieral c’:’ricerri: Quakerl mess ‘:‘r spiritual

gr’:’uridirig of committee rneribers arid staff, including Quakers.

We have dri fted away from spiritual fortitude arid openness jr

the flFSC.

I I. Prc’pc’sals:

. The FSC should foster youth services opporturit ies with an

explicit spiritual element.

E. The flFSC should pr’:’vide inservice developrilerit cippcrt unit ies

f’: r c 1 d a rid new ci:’ ri Iii j t t ee members arid st a f f, w i t h t w:’ ii a i r

thrusts

1. intrc’duct ion to Quaker pract ice

a. rot so much history as process

b. continuing, adaptive

2. riciuri shmen,t of spi ritual roots cf scci al act i’:’ni, that is

developing or nurturing the spiritual basis i:’f FSC work

a. affirm the religi’:ius character cf the PFSC’s work

b. challenge the secular stance,

c. ni’:it with the aim of conversion to Quakerism,

d. but accepting uricomfc’rtable dialcgue as part of the

prccess.

3. Set up a staffed office to support this inservice

development, with an outside advisory committee to

include such persons as the Dean c. Eariham School of

Religii:in, the Director of Peridle Hill, prcifess’:irs cf

Quakerisr,i, etc., arid others who bring disciplines and

traditions of spiritual nourishment arid struggle related

to the FSC and its workers.

C. The trend cf fewer and fewer Friends as staff arid committee

members should be reversed. The current prc.port i’:’ri on staff

(less than 18%) is tci’: low.

.1. lock toward an increase, mcirtitcririg progress

2. make a special effort to recruit those who have beer act ive

ir the life cf the Society of Friends.

/17/ 7
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Report of the IMYM representative to the AFSC consultation on
affirmative action

At the request of the clerk, I attended the AFSC call to the affirmative action
consultation on June 1 through June 3, 1990.

The planning committee identified the goals of the consultation as follows:

1) to explore the concerns about the Affirmative
Action Plan that various Yearly Meetings have
expressed.
2) to engage in dialogue toward shared
understanding of the development and language of
the Service Committee’s policy and plan.
3) to search for a unity regarding how we creatively
live into the vision expressed by the plan.

There was an excess of emotion. No unity was reached and a minute was
stated to that effect with a call to continued consultations. I was assured
that I would have the minute in hand and I regret that it has not reached
me.

Apparently it was a consultation organized to focus on gay/lesbian issues
that have disturbed some yearly meetings whose members judge AFSC’s
affirmative action position as advocacy. The announcements did not indicate
this focus and I was expecting, as were some others, from the fifteen yearly
meetings represented, to consider a review of the last revised Affirmative
Action Plan of 1982.

I went with a deep concern for the AFSC stated Quaker recruitment policy
represented as ‘paralleling the Affirmative Action Plan. Despite several
efforts to bring, this concern to the group, I was not heard. I do believe that
IMYM would be heard by the corporation should you agree with the
following minute.

Arline Hobson •t Y-tk-si.-__
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The Epistle FROM LONDON YEARLY MEETING

OF THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

HELD IN ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND

from 29 JULY to 5 AUGUST, 1989

To Friends everywhere

Dear Friends,

W
e have met in Scotland for the first time in 40 years, in the ancient

university city of Aberdeen. We have been exhilarated by the wel

come we have received and have appreciated the thought and plan-

fling that have created diverse opportunities: forenoon meetings, from bible

study to birdwatching; evening special interest groups; a rich and varied

programme for children and young people. In the Art Gallery the first full

exhibition of the Quaker Tapestry was a joy to Friends and brought our history

before the Aberdeen public. Living and meeting in scattered locations has

involved much shared bus travel and conversation, but has also created diffi

culties for the less able-bodied among us.
The Religious Society of Friends is not only for those who feel strong, but

also for the broken of wing and spirit. We are all broken at some time or in

some way and must learn to accept our own suffering. Being broken creates

the possibility of new life and may bring unique insights and the authority to

speak about suffering.
In our sessions we have been confronted with difficulties; we may not always

have found the way in which to follow the leadings of the Spirit. We need to

deepen our discernment both in our personal lives and corporately in all our

meetings for church affairs. Let us keep offering ourselves to God to let the

Holy Spirit lead us, chasten us, transform us and show us what we have to do.

After deep, prayerful consideration, and despite some hesitations, we have

been led to apply for membership of the new ecumenical bodies for Britain and

Ireland. In seeking the will of God for London Yearly Meeting we have

realised we must work together with other churches wherever possible.

Our adoption of the concern for Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation

grows from our faith and cannot be separated from it. It challenges us to look

again at our lifestyles and reassess our priorities and makes us realise the truth

of Gandhi’s words: “Those who say religion has nothing to do with politics do

not know what religion means”. The earth’s resources must be conserved and

shared more equitably and, as we are an integral part of creation, this is our

responsibility.
We shall be heard as a Society if we speak from the things that we know as

experience and from the Spirit. We need to strive to be faithful disciples of the

living God so that we can respond in love to those who are hurt or neglected.

Love is not simply an inspiration but also an exercise of the committed will.

The work God is calling us to do has never been greater; our co-workers are

at hand.

ALAN QUILLEY
Clerk, London Yearly Meeting
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Report of the Friends World Committee for Consultation

Representatives

The Friends World Committee for Consultation (FWCC) held its annual session

of the Section of the Americas in Washington, D.C. this past March. The
cherry blossoms appeared early for us, undoubtedly due to some Quaker
connection with some power. All of your representatives were present.

Bill Munyon
Elaine Emi
Ann Thron
Arline Hobson

Bill serves on the visitation committee and the many meetings appreciate
his effort to bring to us the ministry of Dr. Kevin Clemens of New Zealand
Yearly Meeting.

Elaine Emi serves on the Scouting committee and having seen the
requirements of the Quaker badge in Scouting, I could only wish all meeting

members could pass it. I understand the Scouting committee has been
influential in removing military recruitment material from Boy’s Life”

Ann Thron serves on the consultative committee on the Peace testimony,
available to Friends for consultation.

Arline Hobson serves on the wider Quaker fellowship committee which
extends our basic beliefs to many non-Friends and which now issues
materials in Spanish.

FWCC, Section of the Americas, consists of many yearly meetings, the
majority of which are Spanish-speaking. The annual conference is bi-lingual,
including translation of very tender ministry in worship sessions. The
translation is by Quaker volunteers who are truly expert.

Our keynote speaker was the clerk of Bolivia Yearly Meeting who
identified himself as an Amayra Indian. He said that Bolivian Friends had
discovered the power of Jesus Christ and that brought great joy to his people.
Yet they were not whole. Then Bolivian Friends connected more with North
American Friends and discovered the gospel imperative to serve other
people. Now they were whole. He admonished us all that service without a
Christian base would not lead to wholeness. His theology may not parallel
our own but if we can transcend words, we find an important message.



Attention focused on the Quaker women’s theological conference to be

held at Woodbrooke in England this summer. Clara Sinclair, known to many

of us in this meeting, has sought financial support for an evangelical Eskimo

woman pastor to attend.

Considerable attention also focused on the filth All-Friends World

Conference to be held at three sites this summer. Dan Seeger, I understand,

carries a major responsibility for all of this. The committee recommends the

following representation on your behalf.

Ann Thron and Elaine Emi -- The Netherlands
Bill Munyon and Ted Church(alternate)-- Honduras
Arline Hobson-- Kenya

A study guide for the conference is now available on the theme “In Spirit

and in Truth,” composed by all kinds of Friends in the world. It draws on

the Gospel of John and the Book of James. We suggest that IMYM urge each

monthly meeting to use this guide this coming year for spiritual honing and

for sharing world wide Quaker seeking.

IMYM should know that Ted Church has been appointed to the Advisory

Committee of FWCC’s Quaker Office of the United Nations.

The FWCC’s Friend-to-Friend project merits the attention of each meeting.

The project unites widely divergent Friend’s meetings much like sister city

projects. We suggest that IMYM urge meetings to explore this opportunity.

There was considerable discussion about the disproportionate cost of

staffing of the Right Sharing of the World’s Resource program. The staff

person working part-time on the project is needed full time. This project

may yet become an independent agency.

Arline Hobson
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tk IMYM Committee on Aging

- recognizes that the number of aged persons

in our population is increasing, that many Friends in our yearly

meeting are aged, and that many younger Friends have

responsibilities for the care of older relatives. We therefore’try
recommend that the Intermountain Yearly Meeting Committee on Aging

be continued. We recommend that the charge to this committee be

broadened to address many concerns of aging. We recommend that the

committee act to facilitate the sharing of efforts, actions and

information among monthly meetings, as Friends seek more responsive

and compassionate ways to alleviate problems and to enrich the

lives of seniors.

We suggest that the following issues might be among those concerns

which the I1fYM Committee on Aging might consider:
44, oext,

1) health concerns,includin issues of access to health care,

disability, dying, and the right to die,

2) financial concerns,

3) legal concerns related to wills, powers of attorney, and

living wills,

4) housing concerns and the need for information on available

retirement communities, extended care facilities, and perhaps

creative alternatives of shared housing, and finally

5) concerns relating to community: ways in which meetings may

bridge the isolation of those who experience disability and

those who suffer separations or losses of spouses, friends or
family, .

p
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REPORT OF THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COMMITTEE
INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

DURANGO COLORADO
JUNE, 1990

During our meeting at IMYM last year the Religious Education Committee

set forth the following goals for the year:

1. Publish a newsletter twice a year with the responsibility

being assigned to each region as follows:
Fall 1989 Colorado
Spring 1990 New Mexico
Fall 1990 Arizona
Spring 1991 Utah

2. Assemble a roster of the religious education contacts for the
monthly meetings in each region to be published in the

newsletters to promote communication between the various

meetings and worship groups.

3. Start to assemble a list of the various religious education

material and ideas that have been used successfully by

meetings and worship groups in our regions. This would be

accomplished by sending out a questionaire to the religious

education contact for each group who would describe a
particular program that worked well for them. They would be

asked to be very specific as to the age group involved, the

numbers involved, materials used and their source, and any

other pertinent information. The results of these

questionaires would be assembled and distributed. Each member

of the committee would be responsible for obtaining this

information in their region. Some of the responses would be

printed in the newsletters.

4. Coordinate workshops or interest groups at regional meetings.

With the resignation of the Colorado representative the fall newsletter

was not published. The other regional representatives have assembled

the names of the contacts within their area, and they should appear in

the newsletter soon to be distributed. A sample questionaire form has

been made and will be sent out to the religious education contacts.

A fifth member has been added to our committee who would receive all

correspondence from Quaker schools and distribute the information or

materials to the four regional clerks.

During the next year the committee will continue to pursue the aims set

forth last year. At the end of the year the progress of the committee

should be assessed, and if more has not been accomplished it might be

necessary to restructure or modify the committee, its purpose, and its

goals.
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LaDonna Wallen
525 E. Alameda Drive
Tempe, AZ 85282

23 May 1990

Dear LaDonna:

Thank you for your letter of 11 May regarding the Cecil

Hinshaw Visitor Program of IMYN.

Last year’s visit by Mary Autenrieth came about because

some Friends became aware of her impending travel across the

country from the West Coast, and we were able to coordinate

effectively with the AFSC National Office in Philadelphia.

The Program for 1989-90 did not feature any visitation by

Friends returning from AFSC service abroad because I did not

learn of any recently returned AFSC staff in a position to

do so.

The Program is set up to facilitate visits by Friends

whose scheduled itineraries can include IMYM locations ——

rather than to create itineraries primarily dedicated to

serve IMYM areas. Scheduling and travel costs are important

for AFSC, since IMYM Friends only offer local transportation

and hospitality.

The staff in Philadelphia have been most helpful in the

past and have agreed to contact me in the event that such

possibilities arise. One possibility is Brewster and Ann

Grace, the returning Quaker representatives in the Middle

East, who will be returning to the US in the late Fall, as I

understand it. I am also reminding AFSC staff in

Philadelphia of this Yearly Meeting’s special interest in

Latin America.

I would be willing to continue coordinating the Hinshaw

Visitor Program of IMYM for an additional year —— (this year

the burden was a little too light!] -— if Friends would find

this useful. I would appreciate receiving a list of the

names, addresses and telephone numbers of AFSC liaison people

for each of the Monthly Meetings in IMYM to facilitate

communications in coordinating the next visit.

Cleo, Owen and I will not be in Durango for Yearly

Meeting this June, but please feel free to have this report

conveyed to Friends.

Warm wishes to you and to Friends in Durango,

David Henkel, Coordinator
Hinshaw Visitor Program of INYM
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Martha Barcalow Barrett (Narti) died peacefully in her home on March 16,
1990, of cancer, at the age of 48.

Marti held a bachelor’s degree from Swarthmore College (1963) and a Ph.D
from Stanford University (1968). She continued with post-doctoral research and
teaching at the University of California at Davis. In 1973, she accompanied
her husband Dennis to Denver and began teaching at the University of Colorado
at Denver.

Ilarti was renowned as a teacher on the Denver campus. Her teaching style
was clear and direct with a touch of humor. She was particularly adept at
working with beginners. Many former students will remember the personal and
professional encouragement she gave. In 1977 she received an Outstanding
Teacher award, a highly deserved recognition of her gifts.

In 1983, ready to challenge herself in new ways, Marti left full-time
teaching to accept the position for Registrar at the CU-Denver campus. She
provided leadership for the University in this position until the time of her
death. In fact, just a few weeks before she died, she was still problem-
solving with colleagues on the phone.

She was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, the American Chemical
Society and the Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers.

Another essential thread that ran through Marti’s life was her
involvement with the Religious Society of Friends. Her spiritual faith
influenced every part of her life. As a member, Marti served Mountain View
Meeting in many capacities, including clerk. She also served Inter-mountain
Yearly Meeting as recording clerk.

Many of you will remember the less formal ways in which she served the
meeting and its members - her friendship, directness, willingness to pitch in
at a moment’s notice, fiestiness, and her love arid nurture of the children.

Marti shared herself with so many people in so many ways: strong,
fiesty, Friend/friend, chemist, kite-flyer, bicyclist, counselor, cook,
playmate, administrator, sailor,mechanic, pitcher, musician and mother. Her
presence is missed by all whose lives she touched.

Marti is survived by her husband Dennis, her daughter Alysoun, her
mother Elsie, her father Hogeland and her brother Stewart.
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AUSTRALIA YEARLY MEETING

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS) IN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED

P.O. Box 119

22 Carr Street North Hobart
North Hobart INCORIYORATEI) iN A.C.T. Tasmania. 7002
Tasmania. 7002 Telephone: 002 3ccc

Oo. 4-32_4-o
To Friends Everywhere January, 1990

“Ye do not al waqs know wha we are connected to

Australia Yearly Meeting 1990 has gathered amidst the heat, the
kookaburras. the rain and many, many children.
We have been reminded of the huge task we have of caring for creation; as
with parenting, we do the best we can.
There is dark as well as light V’/ thin ourselves and within the whole of
creation — both contribute to our spiritual growth.
We hear calls to move toward other churches.
Togetherness — separateness — we need both.
As we juggle our needs, suspicions and fears emerge; but so does the joy
of sharing and nurturing.
Our lives reach out to the worl ‘I around us. What we riced is qi yen bq

others or the land. What we ‘1’:’ can either help or ri rider the conti mi’ii ng
creati ‘:‘n of our worl ‘1.
Signs of caring connections and growth emerge in our Meeting —

Perinfriends between the woumig art’] the old, Young Friends offering
oversight to younger teenagers.

The Backhouse Lecture explored the experiences of Quakers in the difficult
arena of politics and highlighted the challenge for Friends to speak truth
to power.
We can often do more than we think.
Our Peace Committee made a direct approach to the organizers of an arms
trade exhibition and were able to include a stall to present alternatives to
war in solving international differences.
Quaker Service Australia worked effectively with other groups to change
the Australian Government’s policy towards promoting a just settlement in
Carnbodi a.
These and other initiatives by Friends have encouraged us and strengthened
our commitment to let our lives speak.

(from the writings of Adam Curle)
‘The effects of our actions are largely beyond our control. Any

happening they may influence has multiple causes that can never be
unravelled; the contribution of what we did is as hard to assess as that of
a single strand in a rope We must have faith that if we purify our hearts
making our motives more compassionate, what we do will strengthen,
unimaginably, the great forces that can save humanity.’

2’ Jin
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EPISTLE OF AUSTRALIAN YOUNO FRIENDS NEW YEAR CAMP 89/90

To Friends anywhere and everywhere: Hello.
YE New Year Camp was held at the Quaker property of Werona, Kangaroo
Valley, N.S.W, from December 27th to Jan 3rd, and attended by under and
above and approximately thirty Young Friends.

We shared in Workshops and discussions on Cambodia, The Quaker
Youth Pilgrimage 1989, Empowerment, Hornophobia and the inclusion of
newcomers and others within the group. However we still had time for
swimming, canoeing, playing cards, frisbee, singing and hugging.

During the latter half of the year YFs held two work weekends at
Werona, a major part of which was upgrading the sanitation facilities, but
the new one doesnt flush either.

New Years Eve was a huge celebration, which included a short
silence together before midnight, around candles in an open field, after
which we had a HugFest, then back to the party.

We had a special Meeting for Worship on the Friday night in a large
open cave overlooking the bush. Some people had earlier placed candles in
varied and spectacular positions in the ledges and crevices, which when lit
enhanced the caves spiritual quality.

As a group we feel it is more important for us to form a basic
spiritual bond from which structure may evolve, rather than forming a
structure and trying to impose a spirit upon it. The nature of our gathering
together is strongly influenced by Quaker ethos without necessarily
Involving formal religious structure.

Love, Young Friends
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IMYM/AFSC YOUTH COORDINATION

MAY

1990 Y-T-D BUDGET BALANCE

Beginning Balance - 0- - 0- - 0- - 0-

Restricted Contributions 3,750.00 15,570.00 15,000.00 —570.00

Program Service Income - 0 - - 0 - — 0 — - 0 —

Other Program Income — 0 — — 0 - — 0 — - 0 —

Fees and Grants - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 -

From Other Programs — 0 — - 0 - — 0 — — 0 —

Transfer From Regions — 0 — - 0 - - 0 — - 0 —

General Funds — 0 — — 0 — — 0 — — 0 —

To Other Programs — 0 — — 0 - — 0 — - 0 —

TOTALS 3,750.00 15,570.00 15,000.00 —570.00

Salaries & Benefits - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 -

Contractual Services 825.00 4,125.00 10,000.00 5,875.00

Computer Services — 0 — — 0 — — 0 — — 0 —

AuclitFees —0— —0— —0— —0—

LegalFees -0- -0- -0- -0-

Rent & Utilities — 0 — — 0 — — 0 — — 0 —

Office Supplies 25.87 330.83 500.00 169.17

Repairs & Other Services — 0 — — 0 — — 0 — — 0 —

Program Supplies — 0 — 67.55 150.00 82.45

Telephone 63.33 261.95 • 750.00 488.05

Postage 39.91 131.93 400.00 268.07

Equipment Purchased — 0 — — 0 — 450.00 450.00

Equipment Rental - 0 - - 0 - — 0 - - 0 -

Employee Travel 49.20 876.29 1,800.00 923.71

Committee Meetings — 0 — — 0 — — 0 — — 0 —

Printing 20.28 137.38 600.00 462.62

Resale Items — 0 — — 0 — — 0 — — 0 —

Grants —0— —0— -0— -0—

Honoraria 150.00 150.00 350.00 200.00

Miscellaneous — 0 — — 0 — — 0 — — 0 —

TOTALS 1,173.59 6,080.93 15,000.00 8,919.07

FUND BALANCE 2,576.41 9,489.07 — 0 — 9,489.07
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IMYM COMMITTEE ON SUFFERINGS
REPORT TO VEPRLY MEETING, 1990

letter was .:F.nt in the Spr i ng of thi s year to Committee
members asking each to report any support acti one taken and to
c:onsi der whether the Committee on Sufferi nqs should be 1 ai ci down
Our i ng the i nteri m year between I MYM 1969 and I MYM 1990 no
per sac: ut i on or pr osec: uti on of Fri onci e 1 or a: ti one of C:: on :1. cnc a
were reported to the Commi ttee. On the other hand the Committee
members who responded di d not feel that the Committee shoul d be
laid down, We may reach a point where a Committee on Sufferings
i s no longer fel t to he necessary a poi ni ci 1 of the Commi ttoe
members woui d wel come i n terms of whet that woul d mean’f or
soc i ety , but we don ‘ t be:L i E€VO we ro there yet

Directory of the Committee is attached We would like to
hear from the foil owi nq Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups with
the names and addresses of their COS representati ves

Mountain View, Colorado
Colorado Springs, Cc’lor ado
Coc:hi se, rizona

In the words of Ma un Cobi nf rom a couple of years aqo the
Ccimmi t.t. cc f unc:t i one “much i n the f ashi on of a f i ra f i cjht i nq c:rew—
—on the alert and prepared to respond i f cal lad upon and c:ontent
that no emergencies set off the ci arm syst.em

Submitted c:’n behalf of the P05
Jonathan G Taylor, Convenor
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NYF’N(iJN c 401 E 4LY lEETlW

QFcQ PEPOPT AND 1990 8U[)GET
1965 967 1966 1989 990 1Q90 1991

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL 8UDGET REV DUDG DUDOET

Aasessrnerits 4.452 5,315 5,604 5.364 5,SOu 5,472 7.200

Contilbutions 1,430 640 670 522 500 212 500

Interest 1,078 620 800 889 700 700 650

Div & cap gains: Pax Fund 1,534

Annual Meeting
RegistratIon 4,554 4,265 4,842 5,140 4,900 ‘,8l5 5.460

Minutes & DIrectory 255 290 384 584 390 406 390

8ookstore 166 180 245

T-shirts 450 -116

mTAL lNCCiE 11,935 11,311 12.995 13,936 11,990 11,605 I 4,220

DI5[tUPSE1IENTS

9neral Administratjon 1,070 814 794 745 I .000 825 825

Contributions
Friend5 DulIetin 1,200 1,500 1.800 2,100 2,300 2,300 2.300

Orlnton Visitor Fund 170 100 250 300 300 300 300

ri World 1rael—FWCC 500 500 500 500

AFSC 198 366 ‘115 978 900 900 1.600

FWCC 1,303 1,080 816 1,693 1,500 1,640 1,600

FWCC Triennial Reserve 1,500 1.500 1.200 1 .200 1.200 1.200

FCWC 47 241 55

Hberto Scm Fund 395 495 413 420 550 500 500

Srinton Comm Rep 161 96 200 200 200

Younq Friends (CC) 178 282 300 -156 600

Quaker Youth Pilgr 340 400 200 300 300 300

Clerks GatherIngs 200 500

Officer Exchange 88 373 ‘100

Executive Comm travel 1,168 1.200

Gen Reunion-Mexico 430
Annual Meeting

Jr. V Mtg & child care 1,237 1.563 2,397 2,255 3,100 2,500 2,500

Resource Leaders 964 642 884 653 1,200 1,200 1,200

insurance 393 300 376 203 380 363 375

Reg, Rec Clerk, etc 769 1,210 2,558 2,003 2,500 2,500 2.500

Extra day for officers 100 100

Worship Sharing 70 32 42 40 40 60

Corutinqency (Ft. Lewis—misc) 1.110 550 550 550

TOTAL DISSURSEMENTS 10,265 12,750 10,968 13,166 16,820 17,572 19.510

NET OPERATING GAIN (LOSS) 1,670 -1,439 2,027 771 -4,830 -5,967 -5,290

NOTES TO THE SUDGET
total travel expenses 4.462 4.751 1,877 4.773 4.950 6,394 8,300

Paid from special fund in 1989

Annuai meeting: total revenue 4,975 4,735 5,921 5,608 5,290 5,221 5.870

Annual meeting: total expenses 3,363 3,975 6,247 5,247 7,220 6,703 6,735

Wlj(1l colic,’ is that general reserves should be equal to 1/3 of our budget,
and that no more than 1/3 of our reserves should be used In one year.
For 1990, our reserves should be $5600. Our balance at the end of 1989 was $ 11.216.

TREASURER. Jan Miller, 5672 S. Park Place East, Salt. Lake City. UT (801)278—2759
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting (IMYM) urges that the American Friends

Service Committee AFSC) initiate a plan and commit resources to

implement AFSC’s stated policy 0+ recruiting Quakers to staff positions.

Since 1978, AFSC has pursued a policy of affirmative action ‘to ensure

representation and participation of third world persons, women, lesbians,

gay persons, and handicapped persons thoughout the staff and committees of

AFSC.H See AFSC Affirmative Action Plan at Section II.A., page 5. AFSC has

supported that policy with a plan, program, staffing and a substantial

commitment of resources to implement the policy.

AFSC has an existing policy of recruiting Quakers which parallels AFSCS

affirmative action policy. See AF5C Affirmative Action Plan at Section II.

A., page 5.

AFSC has stated in its Affirmative Action Plan Section 1.8.):

AFSC isa Quaker organization and will remain so. As the

service arm of the Religious Society of Friends, we need

to have the participation of Friends throughout our staff

and committee structure, to cherish our special

relationship to the Society of Friends, and to practice, as

best we can, the values and testimonies of Friends.

The po1 icy of requiring the recruitment of Quakers requires a

commitment of resources commensurate with that of AFSC’s Affirmative

Action program. Given the marked decline in Quaker representation among

the staff, it appears that numbers of members of the Religious Society of

Friends must be more effectively recruited. We urge the Service Committee

to remedy this situation and ask our Committee on AFSC to assist.

C-24
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This request is tendered in the spirit of loving but discerning concern

over the increasing separation between the FSC and the Religious Society of

Friends. The adoption of a Quaker recruitment action plan, with the

commitment of resources, would assure all who love and respect the FSC

that the Service Committee staff are, indeed, representatives of Quaker

testimony.

2



AGE GROUP

ARIZONA HALF YEARLY MEETiNG
Lochise
FlgstaJ I
1fSLX)tt G
Phocnii
Pinia
Tern pe
Sun city

COLORADO GENERAL MEETING
Boulder
Caspar \V 6
Grand Valley W 6
Lander W 6
Western Slope W 6
Colorado Springs
Fort Collins
Cheyenne W 6
Laramie \V 6
Steamboat Springs W G
Mountain View
Western Nebraska W 6
Un aililiated Color ado Friends

NEW MEXiCO QUARTERLY MTNG.
Albuquerque
Clearliht W G
Gallup \V G
Lubbock W 6
Socorro W G
tlu range
Farmington W G
M ancos \V (;
El Paso
Carlsbad \V 6
Gila
Las Cruces
Santa Fe
Charnisa Preparatory Meeting
Las Vegas W 6
Los Ala mos \V G
Taos W G

UTAh FRIENDS FELLOWSHIP
Logan
kickson hole W 0
Salt Lake
Moab W 6
Riebt icEd W 6

TOT AL IMYM

1 3-5 6-8 9-12 13-14 SYF total
child

1 1 11 II 4 3 31

8 11 7 15 8 16
22 1 6 33

1 2 1 1

total
adult

50

2 6 6 12 1 7 34 71 105
3 3 13 16

1 1
1 4 5

0
I I

2 1 1 4 12 16
2 2 1 6 5 ii

1 2 3 5
1 1

I)

5 2 8 7 15
1 1 3 8 11

1 10 11
122 1 6 2 8

I I
1 1
2 2

8 3 6 27 29 56
6 7 13

U
5 11 14 25

2 3 5
3 1 8 5 13

13 21 29 46 16 32 157 261 418

Mexico City
Guate mala
AFSC
FWCC
FCNL
FGC
U ii I I ilia ted 2 2

1 1
1 1
7 7
3 3
2 2

1)
4 15 19

HIHI I11LJ RL3k)I f\) IL C-25

total
people

81
U

1 3 1 6 5 11
1 1 2 2 4
2 3 1 1 7 7 14

1 1 3 14 17
7 6 13 22 35

0

65 Iii 176
19 50 69

0
5 4 9

0
2 1 3 7 4 11

0
2 2 8 10

0
I)

.3 3
4 4 4 4 4 6 26 38 64

0
2 1 2 6 4 10

235
222

12 3
2

1 3

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 48 i 32 (I 2.c)b 1451
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Intermouijtain Year% 7WEeeting
Society ofrien&

525 East Alameda Drive
Teinpe, Arizona 85282

17 June 1990

Greetings to Friends Everywhere:

The sixteenth annual gathering of Intermountain Yearly Meeting met for

the second year in our new home high in Colorado. From the campus of

Ft. Lewis College, the daily whistle of the little Denver and

Silverton Railway lends a touch of nostalgia to the mountain beauty

surrounding us just as we are surrounded by God.

Informing the duration of Intermountain Yearly Meeting was Dan

Seeger’ s inspirational and provocative address: “How Do We Know?”,

which reached deeply into interest groups as well as into worship. As

we leave our century, potentially divisive problems will have to be

dealt with: same gender relationships, American Friends Service

Committee accountability to Friends, abortion, and the opening of

membership to non—Christians. We were reminded that God often speaks

through our tribulations if we act in obedience to the Holy Spirit.

Even though such concerns as our ecology are urgent, we must remain

patient in our seasoning as did Friends 200 years ago with the

wickedness of slavery. When we stop asking questions, paradoxically,

we find answers. Eternal wisdom is not what we know. It is what we

are.

For many of us, the heart—beat of Intermountain Yearly Meeting is to

be felt in early morning worship and in our smaller worship—sharing

groups.

Young Friends, for the first time, divided into small “family” units

each with two adult Friends of their choice as equal participants.

This has been a time of healing and connectedness — not only among

themselves, but happily with the entire Meeting. We are gratified that

they have expressed a sense of love and acceptance. There have also

been expressions of delight from families, many of them isolated, in

being able to connect with the larger Quaker family: “. . .an oasis of

spiritual reunion”, as one parent put it.

We rejoice in the steps taken toward communication with, and

understanding of Friends’ relationship with the American Friends

Service Committee. We continue to seek guidance on unresolved issues.

Individual Meetings are asked to give study and loving consideration

to this problem during the coming year.



A Peace and Service Caravan, joint project of Intermountain Yearly

Meeting and the American Friends Service Committee, has been organized

to visit cur old home, Ghost Ranch in New Mexico, as well as Flagstaff

Arizona, Salt Lake City in Utah, Denver and Cokedale, Colorado, to

learn, work play, worship, sing and serve. They will take our tender

love with them.

Again, men, women, girls and boys have costumed stuffed dolls with

diligence, wit and imagination. The dolls will be taken to Casa de

Los Amigos in Mexico City to be distributed to refugee children.

A welcome innovation was the publication of a “Daily Bulletin” for

announcements and schedule changes. A more creative publication was

“Intermountain Friendly Review” to be an annual anthology of

enthusiastic and talented writers of our yearly meeting.

In spite of scheduling difficulties and unsolved problems of

convenience for older Friends, frequently heard, as we went about our

business and recreation were such words as: love, truth, healing,

trust, acceptance, honesty, nurturing and belonging. We are settling

down and settling in.

Signed in and on behalf of Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the

Religious Society of Friends.

LaDonnia Wallen, Presiding Clerk
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REPORT FROM JUNIOR YEARLY MEETING - 1990 -

The job of J.Y.M. co-ordinator can be an arduous one at times, involving

much foot—slogging, especially on the Fort Lewis College campus, and a certain

amount of arm-twisting, but it is also a very rewarding job. The J.Y.M.

program is, or should be)far more than a baby—sitting service to keep the.

children out of the hair of the adults while they get on with the ‘real’

business of Yearly Meeting. It is a vital part of I.M.Y.M. for these

children are our future. -

Our task was made easier by a wonderful band of -‘riends who acted as

co—ordinators for the various age groups — Donna Smith for the Infants and

Toddlers and the Pre-schoolers, Kari An Salyer and Nancy Marshall for the

1-3 graders and Mary Jo-Messina for the 4—6 graders together with Martha

Carr who stepped into the breach when Robynne Snow was forced to divert her

energies to the care of an injured son. The time, effort and love these

people have selflessly given to the J.Y.M. program should make us all feel

humble and very grateful.

The program for the Infants and Toddlers was under the care of paid

staff, headed again by Margaret Bartlett. The capable team of three,

supplemented by volunteers of various ages provided a loving, caring

situation for about 12 children from 0 —2 years of age.

The Pre-schoolers’program was once more headed by Becky hipp and. her

assistant, paid staff from a Durango-pre—school. Donna Smith and Susan

Bryant planned Quaker activities for six one—hour periods during Y.M.

In addition, much creative indoor and outdoor play and many pre-school

activities were provided. Many volunteers helped make-the setting and

program a good experience for the approximately 25 3-5 year olds.

The 1—3 graders had an enjoyable and busy time. In the mornings they

learned about themselves and the world around them by exploring their five

senses in an exciting and imaginative program devised by Kari An. We are

sure that the games, stories, songs and activities have taught them all to

see, hear, taste, smell and feel with a new awareness, and few parents will

forget the experience of collecting their children on smell and taste day!

No doubt the ‘Striped Skunk’ song will be remembered too. Once again this

year Tom Carr’s stories were a highlight.

In the afternoon we had some paid student helpers who provided the

children with swimming, games and other activities though Nancy and Kari

An were often to be found around as well!



The 30 or so 4—6 graders spent their mornings off the campus — twice

on trips to the ‘river bottom’ at Junction Creek, which provided ample

opportunity for those absorbing activities - getting wet and dirty, and once

on a trip to the Anasazi ruins at Aztec. Here a ‘scavenger hunt’ devised

by the N.PS. rangers provided a focus as we exiored the ruins and afterwards

the pleasantly shaded picnic area was a cool retreat for the consumption of

our lunches. We were relieved that the rain which had been falling as we

set off confined itself to the Durango area. On the journey we had a chance

to appreciate the unique acoustic properties of school buses as ‘99 bottles

of juice on the wall’ was performed for , at least, the third time!

The afternoons were devoted to swimming, craft activities and the

preparation of our play, ‘The Quaker Baker’ which was greatly enjoyed by

the Friends at Creativity Night. Our various paid student helpers displayed

unexpected and welcome talents in mask design and other artistic activities.

One afternoon Kent Larabee entertained us all with stories of his experiences

in a Russian sauna and a Russian police station.

Once again J.Y.M. provided an opportunity to share and grow closer,

not only for the children as they got to know young Ffriends from other states

but also for those older Friends who came to help and to share their Light.

The volunteer helpers are an important, an essential part, of J.Y.M. The

interaction, both one—on—one and in groups, gives children a unique

opportunity to meet a wider cross—section of Friends and brings them into

the wider community of Friends that is I.M.Y.M. We would like to thank all

those who gave time out of their busy schedules over the last few days. We

couldn’t have done it without you!

A final word of thanks must go to Mary Jo Messina who, besides

co-ordinating the program for the 4-6 graders, also acted as leader of the

afternoon worship-sharing group for those working with J.Y.M. This special

time provided much needed strengthening and a welcome respite.

Doris an& Roger- Tyldesley (J.Y.M. co-ordinators)
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Senior Young Friends Episue

Thirty-five young Friends from Colorado, Utah, Arizona and New Me:dco met
at Intermountain Yearly Meeting (IMYM) for five days of worship,

fellowship and learning surrounded by the beautiful San Juan Mountains of
southwestern Colorado.

We still miss and remember fondly the traditional site for our meetings at
Ghost Ranch. We are adapting to our new environment with the building of
new traditions.

Due to the growing number of young Friends and the potential that the new
attenders will not integrate into the group, we formed “families” of six to
eight young friends and two adult resource persons. The families served as
worship sharing groups and participated in mass group social activities. This
concept helped enormously in forming both inter- and intra-generational
bonds.

Creativity abounded in all the new group sports developed during the week.
Hardly anyone could pass Palmer/Escalante (home of the senior young
Friends) without joining in the fun. Future plans for the senior young
Friends include the joint IMYM/AFSC Peace Caravan and a year-end
gathering in Tucson over Christmas break.

Senior young Friends had a lot to learn. They also had a lot to teach. The
intergenerational discussions were a malor mechanism for healing the rifts
between adults and senior young Friends.

The culmination of our week was a campout in the National Forest close to
Durango where we celebrated our last night together and made plans for the
future.

Theodor B. Gottlieb
Sabrina L. Godfrey


